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In the following report 1 some of the properties of ALCOA 7075 T 651 
aluminum 1 when subjected to high rates of loading 1 are experimentally inves-
tigated by impacting two rods of the material longitudinally. 
One rod is accelerated to a uniform velocity with an air gun launcher. 
The stationary second rod is instrumented with strain gages on its lateral surface 
in order to determine the strain-time history following impact. A detailed 
description of the experimental equipment is included. 
Simple 1 one-dimensional theory is used to determine the dynamic, 
elastic modulus of the test material under the impact condition. Several ob-
servations regarding the behavior of the material under dynamic, plastic 
loading conditions are made. 
The importance of equipment frequency response is noted and a method 
is suggested for estimating the experimental error in strain measurement resulting 
from equipment frequency response limitations. Several other possibilities of 
experimental error are noted and suggestions for improvement of the experimental 
apparatus are given. 
A theoretical development for the case of the longitudinal impact of 
two viscoelastic rods is presented and the numerical results are summarized for 
the impact of two rods of a Maxwell material. 
Computer programs to foci I itate the determination of air gun parameters 
and to evaluate the solutions for the viscoelastic case are included. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Man has long recognized the need for adequate description of the 
behavior of materials in various environments. In many cases, the construction 
and application of devices has been made economically and physically possible 
only through extensive theoretical analysis and testing. 
In the design of structures, it has been found necessary to possess 
knowledge of the behavior of materia Is under various loading conditions. 
Because of the variety of loading that is possible and the endless spectrum of 
structural shapes, simple one-dimensional tests have been devised to yield 
basic design information which, hopefully, can be applied to more complex 
conditions. Although the use of results obtained by one-dimensional tests is 
restricted, their popularity has been enhanced by the simplicity with which they 
can be conducted and analyzed. It has also been found that one-dimensional 
tests generally yield results that are valuable in the analysis of multi-dimensional 
problems. One such example, the static tension test, has virtually become a 
standard test for materials. 
Most students of the subject agree that the science of wave propagation 
in solids first began to flourish during the nineteenth century. It is thought that 
much of the progress in this area followed as a result of the observations that the 
"rigid body treatment" was inadequate to describe some problems where large 
amplitude stresses were produced from very high rates of loading (as in impact). 
As is the case with many problems in science and engineering, analysis 
of the general case of wave propagation in sol ids involves the solution of very 
complicated equations. It has been observed that under certain conditions, 
simplifications of the general case can be made. One such simplification of 
the general case of wave propagation involves the analysis of wave propagation 
in uniform rods. 
It is known that Pochammer (1876) and Chree (1889) vvere independent 
authors of the classic theory of multi-dimensional wave propagation in round, 
uniform rods of semi -infinite length. It is generally accepted, however, that 
Saint-Venant (1883) was the first to intensively examine the case of one-
dimensional wave propagation in rods due to impact loading. Since the time of 
Saint-Venant, an enormous amount of literature has been produced with regard 
to rod problems alone. 
Analyses have been presented for rods whose circular cross-section varies 
as a function of a spatial coordinate (both continuously and discontinuously) 
for rods of non-circular cross-section and for curved rods. A wide variety of 
boundary conditions have been considered, including the interaction of the 
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latera I surface of a rod with a surrounding medium, and various end conditions. 
Among the initial value problems that have been considered are those which 
involve: the longitudinal impact of rods (of equal or unequal diameter and 
materia I); the non-longitudina I impact of rods; the application of pressure pulses, 
velocities, or heat sources to the ends of both infinite and semi-infinite rods; 
and the collision of rods with rigid, finite or semi-infinite masses. The effects 
of magnetic fields and high or low temperatures on wave propagation in rods 
have a I so been examined. 
These primary investigations have given rise to the analysis of wave prop-
agation in rods of materials which are not ideally elastic, but which can be 
described as being aleotropic or inhomogeneous. Some problems have been solved 
for rods which are of anelastic materials, among them being those that can be 
described as viscoelastic, elastoplastic, or elasto-viscoplastic. 
Recently, the study of "hypervelocity impact" has been intensively 
pursued. This phenomenon involves impact velocities that approach or exceed 
the velocity of wave propagation in the material, leading to the production of 
stresses which are of the same order of magnitude as the elastic modulus. Solu-
tions to these problems have involved the treatment of materials as compressible 
fluids. 
3 
Some of these problems have been solved for the two and three-dimensional 
cases. The large majority of investigators have, however, considered only one-
dimensional effects. Certainly, the examination of one-dimensional problems 
in wave propagation has led to valuable information regarding the effects of wave 
propagation on the material in which the waves are propagated and has provided 
valuable information for use with multi -dimensiona I problems. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Elastic and Plastic Waves 
The behavior of most metals, when subjected to rapid loading conditions, 
can normally be described in terms of some type of elastoplastic or elasto-
viscoplastic analysis. 
1. Elastoplastic Theory 
Karman [ 1] and Taylor [2] were among the first proponents of the 
elastoplastic (strain-rate independent) theory. The distinction of this method 
of ane:llysis is that it involves the use of the statically-determined stress-strain 
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curve to predict the propagation of waves in materials which have received loading 
in the plastic range. Basically, the theory states that each level of stress included 
by the elastic limit of the material is propagated with the elastic wave velocity 
while each level of stress in the plastic range of loading is propagated with a 
velocity which depends upon the slope of the static stress-strain curve at that 
level of stress. Due to the fact that most stress-strain curves are observed to be 
"concave downward" in the plastic region, this theory suggests that the elastic 
levels of stress will be propagated with a velocity that exceeds those velocities 
associated with the plastic levels of stress. 
2. Elasto-viscoplastic Theory 
It has been found that the response of some materials to rapid. plastic 
loading is distinctly different than that predicted by the strain-rate independent 
theory. This phenomenon is normally characterized by an "upward shift" of the 
static stress-strain curve in the plastic range of loading and may be accompanied 
by an increase in the ultimate strength of the material. Malvern [3] suggested 
that these characteristics could be predicted by a strain-rate dependent consti-
tutive equation in the plastic range of loading. Analysis of the Malvern 
equation shows that if the material is subjected to 11step 11 straining above the 
elastic limit, its stress-strain relation will instantaneously reduce to an exten-
sion of the elastic curve into the plastic range. The equation also predicts that 
the dynamic stress-strain curve will approach that of the static case if the strain 
level is sustained for long periods of time. 
3. Experimental Methods 
Some interesting experiments, investigating the effect of strain-rate on 
various materials, have been conducted using the 11split Hopkinson pressure bar." 
A thin wafer of material is sandwiched between two rods which have been aligned 
longitudinally. A compressive pulse is applied to one of the rods and passes 
through the rod-wafer-rod interface and into the second rod. Through post facto 
analysis of the strain-time and/or displacement-time histories of the rods 
(which are assumed to remain elastic during the test), it is possible to deduce the 
stress-strain history of the specimen. A more detailed description of the apparatus 
that is used can be found in publications by Davies [ 4] and Lindholm [5] with 
criticism by Bell [ 6 ] . Although there has been a substantial amount of testing 
by this method, conclusions regarding the strain-rate dependence of materials 
are many times obviated by published results which do not agree qualitatively 
much less quantitatively. 
Perhaps the most utilitarian test of strain-rate dependence is that which 
involves the longitudinal coli is ion of two rods of equal diameter. For rods which 
are of sufficiently small diameter, simple one-dimensional considerations are 
normally adequate to describe the resultant wave phenomena. One-dimensional 
theory predicts the production of infinite strain-rate as a result of the collision 
of the rods. Thus, for this limiting condition, it can be determined if the 
material shows strain-rate dependency. If the material is not observed to show 
strain-rate characteristics under these conditions, it is very likely that it will 
not demonstrate strain-rate dependence at reduced rates of loading. Experiments 
using this method have been conducted for the elastic case by Krafft [ 7] and 
Ripperger [8] and for the elastic-plastic case by Bell [9, 1 0] . Oetting [ 11 ] 
has used this method for studies in the plastic range and at low temperature. 
The case of a rod, remaining elastic, and impacting a second rod (of a different 
material) at such a velocity that a plastic level of stress is produced in the 
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second rod has been experimentally examined by Waser, Rand, and Marshall [ 12] . 
4. Spallation 
Spallation, or scabbing, is another phenomenon commonly associated 
with the propagation of elastic-plastic waves. It may be described briefly as 
a fracturing of material which is located at some distance from the immediate 
area of impact or load application. It is generally considered that the mechanism 
primarily responsible for this phenomenon is the reflection of compressive stress 
waves as waves of tension at the "free boundaries" of the material, and is a 
direct resu It of the fact that most materials can sustain higher stress levels in 
compression than in tension. The level of the reflected tensile pulse must 
necessarily exceed the ultimate stress of the material, but this is not a sufficient 
condition for spallation to occur. Some of the phenomena which are known to 
effect the spallation process are: (a) duration of tensile load; (b) strain-rate 
dependence; (c) crack propagation speed; (d) ducti I ity; and (e) magnitude of 
the tensile load. In the case of the impact of two rods of different lengths and 
of equal strain-rate dependent materials, spallation manifests itself as the 
fracturing of a section of the longest rod which is equal to the length of the 
shortest rod. This effect was observed by Oetting [ll ] in an examination of 
the impact of lucite rods. 
A more detailed description of the spallation phenomenon can be found 
in a publication by Broberg [ 13 ] . 
B. Viscoelastic Waves 
1 . I ntroduc ti on 
It has been observed that some materials exhibit (to varying degrees) 
properties such that they respond both viscously and elastically to applied loads. 
Such materials have been called "viscoelastic'' materials. Among the materials 
that have been observed to exhibit these characteristics are: concrete; metals 
at elevated temperature; lead; and certain of the newly-developed synthetic 
materials. 
The elementary method of analysis of viscoelastic materials considers 
that their constitutive equations can be represented by series and para lie I 
combinations of linear springs and viscous dashpots (viscoelastic models). A 
good discussion of the macroscopic and microscopic implications of this analogy 
is given by Bland [ 14] and by Flugge [ 15 ]. 
The behavior of these materials under quasi-static loading conditions 1s 
ordinarily reported in terms of their "creep" or 11 relaxation'' characteristics 1 
which is respectively constituted by their observed response to constantly-applied 
stress or constantly-applied strain. The response of these materia Is in problems 
involving wave propagation can generally be termed as "frequency dependent 1 " 
and it is common that their properties 1 under these conditions 1 are reported in 
terms of "complex modulii." 
Unfortunately 1 the problems in viscoelastic wave propagation become 
very complicated and are generally soluble in closed form only for the simplest 
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of problems with the most elementary models. Solutions to more complex problems 
are usually obtained via numerical approximations. 
2. One-Dimensional Viscoelastic Wave Propagation 
Because of the complexity of problems in viscoelastic wave propagation 1 
the one-dimensional approximation has proven to be a valuable method of 
analysis. 
Lee and Kanter [ 16] have considered the effect of a step velocity 
applied at the ends of both finite and semi-infinite rods of a Maxwell material. 1 
Morrison [17 ] has considered the effect of a step velocity applied at the ends 
of semi-infinite rods of both Voigt and three-parameter materials. 2 The method 
of characteristics has been used by Glauz and Lee [ 18] to examine the case of 
a step velocity applied to the end of a semi-infinite rod of a four-parameter 
material. 3 Lee and Morrison [19] compare the results obtained for the case 
of the semi-infinite rod and the various models considered by Lee and Kanter 1 
Lee and Morrison, and Glauz and Lee with observations regarding simplifications 
that can be made in material modeling. The effects of stress, strain, and sinus-
oidal motion applied at the ends of semi-infinite and finite rods were examined 
(with the "hereditary integral••) by Berry and Hunter [ 20] for materials which 
obey Boltzmann's principle of superposition. The propagation of a strain pulse 
in a rod of polyethelene (assumed to be semi-infinite) was experimentally 
examined by Norris [ 211 using the Hopkinson pressure bar. 
2 
The Maxwell model consists of a spring and a dashpot arranged in a series 
combination. 
The Voigt model consists of a spring and a dashpot in parallel arrangement. 
An example of a three-parameter model is a Voigt model combined in series 
with a spring or dashpot. 
3 A four-parameter model is a series combination of two Voigt models or a 
series combination of a Voigt model with a Maxwell model. 
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Ill. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
A. Introduction 
In the developments that are presented herein 1 it wi II be assumed that 
the elementary one-dimensional theory as applied to the longi tudina I propa-
gation of waves in rods is valid. It will be assumed that the rods are of circular 
cross-section 1 of constant area in the unstrained state, and are composed of 
an isotropic 1 homogeneous material. Further assumptions are that "sma II" 
strains (such that the equations of linear elasticity apply) are exclusively 
present, body forces and temperature variations are negligible, plane cross-
sections remain plane, and that the stress present at any section of a rod acts 
uniformly over that section. Additionally, it will be assumed that the duration 
of a disturbance that traverses a rod is large compared to the quantity (rod 
diameter/wave propagation velocity). The validity of the one-dimensional 
treatment under these conditions has been demonstrated by Kolsky [23]. 
A rod, conforming to the above restrictions, is shown in Figure 1 . With 
reference to Figure 1: l represents the length of the rod in the unstrained state; 
x is the unstrained (lagrangean) coordinate; t is time; U(x 1 t) is the dis-
placement of a layer of rod material with respect to its corresponding unstrained 
coordinate 1 x, at time, t; and a is a constant. It is considered that A and 0 
p are the unstrained area and mass density of the rod, respectively. The 
0 




~ X U(x, t) 
Figure 1 . Uniform rod 
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uniaxial stress in the rod will be denoted as a and the uniaxial strain as E 
Stress is defined as the force acting on a section of the rod per unit of the un-
strained area and strain as the change in length of an infinitessimal section of 
the rod at x divided by its unstrai ned length. For small strains 
E - = u a-x X 
3U ( l) 
B. Method of Characteristics Solution: The impact of two elastic rods 
It is thought that this approximate method for describing the longitudinal 
propagation of waves in a rod was first used by Karman [ 1] and Taylor [ 2 ] 
in their studies of elastic-plastic wave propagation in rods and wires. Recently, 
this theory (adapted to the longitudinal collision of two rods) was used by 
Waser, Rand, and Marshall [12 J in their study of a strain-rate independent 
material and by Oetting [ 11] in his study of two highly strain-rate dependent 
materials. 
Application of the continuity and momentum equations to an infinitessimal 
section of the rod of Figure 1 yields the equations 
Et uxt vx (2) 
and 
1 
utt = a = vt Po X 
(3) 
where V is the velocity of particles relative to the Lagrangean reference frame 
and the subscripts x and t denote partial differentiation with respect to the spatial 
coordinate and time, respectively. 
For small strains, the velocity of propagation of a disturbance with respect 
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to an undisturbed portion of the rod, C, is given by 
c = fi p 
0 
Let the variable, ~ be defined by the equation 
In the elastic range of the material 





where E is the elastic modulus. For strain-rate independent materials that have 
do 
been loaded plastically, dE normally has a distinct value for each level of 
plastic stress. If it is assumed that the concern is only with materials that are 
loaded in the elastic range, or with materials that are highly strain-rate de-
l pendent, then equation (4) becomes 
(7) 
It can then be seen from equation (7) that C is not dependent on E and equation 
(5) becomes 
¢ = CE 
Combining equation (8) with equation (2) yields the equation 




For materials that obey the flow law of Malvern [ 3] , equation 6 applies in 
the plastic range as well as in the elastic range of loading if the loading rate 
is very high and the loading time is small. These characteristics of the Malvern 
equation are discussed briefly in Appendix 3. 
Combining equation (8) with equation (3), using equations (6) and (7) 
1 
gives 
a second equation 
v - c~ = o 
t X 
Alternately adding and subtracting equations (9) and (10) results in 
+ C(V ± 9)) = 0 
X 
( 1 0) 
( 11) 
Equation (11) is the set of "characteristics equations 11 describing particle motion 
in a rod of a material which displays an invariant propagation velocity. 
Equation (ll) is also, by definition 1 the total derivative 1 (D) of the 
quantity (V + 9)) or the quantity (V - 9)) 1 where 
D = ~~-t- ( 12) 
Thus, for an observer moving along the rod with velocity ~~ = +C, the quantity 
(V ± 9)) appears as a constant. This is equivalent to saying that along lines of 
12 
dx 
constant slope dt = + C in the x-t plane 1 (V± 9)) is a constant. In equation form 1 
this is 
(V + 0) I = Constant 
slope= -C 
=Constant 
slope = +C 
In general, there is a distinct constant associated with each I ine. 
( 13) 
( 14) 
The total derivative is also known as the "comoving" or 11 Substantial" deriva-
tive. A description of its properties is given by Frederick and Chang [ 22] . 
A disturbance can be induced within a rod by impacting it longitudinally 
with a second rod of equal cross-sectional area. One rod is initially at rest 
and will be designated the "test rod 11 (subscript 1 T) . The second rod has an 
initial 1 uniform velocity 1 V 1 with respect to the test rod and wi II be identified 
0 
as the "impacter" (subscript 1 I). At time t = 0 1 the impacter has just reached 
a face of the test rod such that the rods are not 1 as yet 1 strained due to impact. 
The origin of the Lagrangean coordinate 1 x 1 is defined to be at the "free end " 
of the impacter. Then, at t = 0, the impacter and projectile constitute a total 
length 1 L. Let the length of the impacter be designated by L/a where a is 
a constant greater than two. With the stipulation that the interface of the rods 
exists at x = L/a, the system is arranged as that shown in Figure 1 for the 
uniform rod. 
In this analysis, it will be considered that both rods are of identical 
materia I 1 such that a "matched impedance" condition ( P A C) I = ( P A C)T 0 0 . 0 0 
exists at the interface of the rods. A compressive load will thus be transmitted 
undiminished at the interface. 1 As long as the rods remain in contact, the 
following conditior5 must be met at the interface: 
OI OT 
UI = UT 
VI VT 







It was shown by Waser, Rand and Marshall [ 12] that reflections will not occur 
at the interface of two equal-diameter rods if the impedance of the impacter is 
equal to, or less than, the impedance of the test rod. The condition of free 
transmission at the interface (for matched impedance) has also been described 
by Kolsky [23 ] . 
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Using equations (13L (14), (15), and (16) it is possible to construct a "charac-
teristics net." The significant characteristics of this net are shown in Figure 2. 
Equation (8) can now be used to calculate the strain present at any point 
in the characteristics diagram and equation (6) yields the corresponding stress. 
It can thus be seen that the maximum magnitude of the stress, oE , and the max-
imum magnitude of the strain, EE 1 are respectively given by 
EVo 
0 E = 2C 





Vertical I ines drawn between the characteristics of Figure 2 (e.g. 1 I ine D-E) 
indicate the length of the non-zero stress or strain distribution at the value of time 
indicated by the intersection of an extension of the line with the t-axis. Hori-
zontal lines drawn between the characteristics of Figure 2 (e.g., line F-G) for 
a particu lor value of x indicate the duration of the pulse at that value of x. It 
should be noted that the latter procedure can, in general, yield multi-valued 
results for the duration as a function of time. 
Through further analysis of Figure 2 it can be determined that a compressive 
wave of magnitude o E is initiated at the interface of the bars and propagates 
into the test rod with velocity C and into the projectile with velocity -C until 
it has reached the free face of the projectile (t = L/aC). At t = (L/aC)+ 1 
the wave begins to move through the interface of the rods in the +x direction 
and subsequently propagates completely into the test rod. Due to reflection 
effects at the free end of the test rod, the wave vanishes about point A at 
t = L/C. At t = (L/C) +, a wave of tension appears at point A and subsequently 
propagates toward the interface of the rods. When the wave of tension reaches 
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interface). After separation 1 the wave is reflected at x = L/a and continues to 
propagate within the test rod as a wave of alternating sign. 
Since the pulse first appears as a wave of tension at x = L - L/a, this 
is where spallation or scabbing will first occur, if it occurs at all. Also 1 it may 
be seen from Figure 2 that if the impacter and test rod are of equal lengths the 
impact wi II produce only a single compressive pulse. 
C. Traveling Wave Solution: The impact of two elastic rods 
It con be shown that displacements 1 U 1 of the rod of Figure l with respect 
to the spatial coordinate 1 x, satisfy the wave equation 
utt = c2uxx ( 19) 
where 
u f(x-Ct) + g(x+Ct) (20) 
In the method of characteristics solution it has effectively been stated 
that the coli iding rods can be considered as one continuous rod as long as tension 
is not present at the interface. 1 Proceeding with this assumption 1 the rod of 
Figure l exists with the following initial conditions: 




[l- H(x-L/a)], (O~x~L) (21) 
and the boundary conditions: 
U (O,t) = U (L,t) = 0 
X X 
(22) 
where H(x) is Heaviside•s step function. 
This condition has been implied by Goldsmith [24], p. 38, in his solution of 
a simi lor problem by the traveling wave method. 
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tquation (20) represents the sum of two traveling waves; f(x - Ct) is a 
wave traveling in the +x direction and g(x + Ct) is a wave traveling in the -x 
direction. For the elastic case 1 the waves retain their shape and propagate with 
17 
a velocity of magnitude C. By suitable partial differentiation, it can be shown that 
a :::: E [af + ~] 
av aw (23) 
where v == x - Ct 1 w :::: x + Ct; and that 
(24) 
Using equations (24) cmd (21), evaluation of equation (23) at t = 0 yields 
EV o [ L ] ~V L 1 . a(x o) ~ --- 1-H(x--) + 1-H(x--
, 2C a 2C a) (25) 
I _ EV 0 Let time be defined by the non-dimensional variable T = Ct L, a E - 2C , and 
a= 5; then, using equation (25.), the waves (T = 0) are as depicted in Figure 3. 
+a 
x/L 
1.0 (T = 0) 
Figure 3. Traveling waves (T == 0) 
It should be noted that since both ends of the rod are free, the traveling 
stress waves wi II be reflected as waves of opposite sign at these boundaries. 
Summation of the two waves at increasing values ofT reveals that a compressive 
stress wave of magnitude oE is generated at the interface and propagates with 
velocity C into both the impacter and test rod (see Figs. 4-A to 4-C). At 
T = 0.2 1 the length of the pulse is 0.4L. At T = 0.2+ 1 the wave begins to move 
through the interface and is subsequently reflected at the free end of the test 
rod as a wave of tension. At T = 1 .6, the tension wave has just reached the 
interface and the rods separate (tension cannot exist at the interface). The 
wave is now reflected as a wave of compression at x = 0. 2L and continues to 
propagate back and forth in the test rod with alternating sign. A sequence of 
stress distributions within the rods for the first traverse of the stress wave is 
shown in Figures 4-A to 4-G. 
By comparison of Figure 4 with Figure 2 it can be seen that the assumption 
of a continuous rod and subsequent use of the traveling wave method has yielded 
results which are equivalent to those obtained by the method of characteristics 
(with a= 5). 
D. Fourier Series Solution: The impact of two elastic rods 
With the assumption of a continuous rod 1 yet another equivalent solution 
can be obtained through separation of variables and Fourier series. Application 
of the boundary conditions (22) and the initial conditions (21) for a= 5 yields 
00 
0 = -
2EV~ !.sin(nn/5) ·sin(nnx/L) •sin(nnCt/L) 
Cn L n 
n=l 
00 
s = 2Vo~ !.sin(nn/5) ·sin(nnx/L) ·sin(nnCt/L) 




Equations (26) and (27) apply only until a state of tension exists at the 
interface of the rods (T = l .6). A solution for ti:ne T ~ 1 .6 can be obtained by 
using the series evaluated at T = 1 .6 to provide initial conditions for a second 
boundary value problem. The solution for T ~ 1. 6 involves 1 however, a trans-
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Figure 4. Elastic stress distributions at (T) 
E. Viscoelastic Solution: The impact of two viscoelastic rods 
A Maxwell material is one for which the stress-strain relation can be 
described by a linear spring and a viscous dashpot arranged in series. If E is 
the spring constant and n is the coefficient of viscous damping, the Maxwell 
model is as shown in Figure 5. 
a a 
Figure 5. Maxwell model 
The equation which describes the stress-strain relation of a material has 
been called its "constitutive equation." The constitutive equation of the Max-
well model is 
l do + l dE 
-a dt E dt n 
or, after substitution of W = E/n 
0 
w + do E dE (28) a = dt 0 dt 
20 
The Maxwell model is ultimately viscous, i.e., it will strain indefinitely 
upon the application of a constant load and it will act instantaneously as a simple 
spring upon the application of step loading. If the coefficient of the dashpot 
assumes a value of infinity, the model becomes a simple spring. If the coefficient 
of the spring becomes infinite, the model becomes a simple dashpot. 
1. The Correspondence Principle 
A form of the correspondence principle was used to obtain solutions for the 
stress and strain resulting from the collision of two rods of a Maxwell material. 
The general procedure for applying this form of the correspondence principle 
to a one-dimensional problem is as follows: 
1. The solution of a problem in elasticity is obtained as a 
function of the spatial coordinate 1 elastic modulus and time. 
2. The 11 elastic solution 11 of Step 1 is found in a suitable trans-
form plane. 
3. The constitutive equation of the viscoelastic model under 
consideration is transformed and solved for the stress-strain 
relation (corresponding transform -varying modulus). 
4. The corresponding transform - varying modulus of Step 3 
is substituted for the elastic modu Ius in Step 2. 
5. The inverse of the transformed solution (resulting from 
Step 4) is found to obtain the viscoelastic solution 1n 
the t-plane. 
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The Laplace transform will be used in the application of Steps 2 through 5. 
Its use with the correspondence principle when applied to problems of dynamic 
elasticity is subject to the restrictions discussed in the following paragraphs. 
It was stated by Bland [ 14] that the constitutive equation of the general, 
I inear viscoelastic model is of the form 
P(d)o = Q(d)s (29) 
where (if p and q are constants) 
n n 
P(d) = t pn ~:n and Q(d) = t qn ~:n 
n=o n=o 
For any viscoelastic model considered by Bland 1 the highest order of the operators, 
Q(d) is equal to or greater than the highest order of the operators, P(d). Consider 
the limiting condition where the highest order of P(d) is equal to the highest 





Taking the Laplace transform of equation (31), assuming that the initial con-
ditions involving stress and strain vanish, and noting that £ = U results in 
X 







k. k-1·· l 
- ~pk sk+lU(x,o) + s U(x,o) + s U(x,o} + ... - ... (31 a) 
where the bar notation indicates a transformed variable. Taking the Laplace 
transform of equation (29) and assuming the same initial conditions, the result is 
k k 
[ [ P / ] a ~ [ [ q/ ] £ 
n=o n=o 












Using equation (33) with equation (34) and noting that s = U 
1 
the result is 
X 
fs 2 U- sU(x 1 o) - ~(x 1 o) J 
Equation (34a) is equal to equation (31a) only if the second order (and 
higher) partials of displacement with respect to time evaluated at (x 1 o) vanish. 
Thus 1 it has been shown that this form of the correspondence principle 
(using Laplace transforms) can be applied to the wave equation if the following 
conditions prevail: 
(x ,o) (n=o,l,2,3 ••• ) 
( n= 2 , 3 , 4 •.. ) 
Equations of the form of (31 a) have been solved by Lee and Kanter [ 18 1 
Lee and Morrison [ 19] , and Morrison [ 17 J. However, since their concern 
was exclusively with linear operators, these solutions could have been obtained 
by using the correspondence principle with the elastic solution 1 equations (35) 
satisfied. This form of the correspondence principle (using the one-sided Fourier 
transform) has been applied by Bland [ 14] to solve a problem of viscoelastic 
wave propagation in a semi-infinite rod. 
2. Application of the Correspondence Principle 
The problem of the longitudinal impact of two rods satisfies equations (35). 
thus 1 
Transforming equation (28) 1 
a Q(s) Es 
£ = P(s) = W + s 
0 
(W + s)o 
0 




Let E assume some finite value, say E . Now, noting that E = p c2 (see 
2 0 0 
equation 7), C in a transformed elastic solution will be replaced by 
~ 
Po [s ! W ] 0 
Taking the Laplace transform of equations (26) and (27), replacing c2 with 
equation (36) and performing the inverse transformation, the result is 
(X) 
a = - 2E.,Vo exp (-~ t) \ 
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c 2 = 
0 





It has been verified that equations (37) and (38) satisfy initial conditions 
(21), boundary conditions (22), the constitutive equation of the Maxwell model 
(28), and the wave equation (19) (after substitution of the appropriate operators 
for c2). The series are convergent and real-valued for all values of W and t 
0 
and reduce to the elastic solutions (26) and (27) when n = ro. 
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3. Numerical Evaluation 





(called the damping paramter, T 
0 
), 
the characteristic time, T = C t/L 1 and the normalized reference coordinate 0 I 
x/L. Stress and strain distributions within the rods for various values of T 
0 
and for times 1 T 1 varying from 0 to 1 were obtained using an IBM model 360 
digital computer. Results were displayed graphically with the aid of a Calcomp 
566 incremental plotter. The computer program that was used to evaluate 
equations (37) and (38) is listed in Appendix 2. 
Composites of the stress and strain distributions obtained from an evalu-
ation of the first 150 terms of equations (37) and (38) with T = 1 . 00 and for 
0 
various values ofT are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The values of 
stress and strain for the viscoelastic case are reported as mu I tip I iers of the 
magnitudes of the respective stress and strain that would be realized for the 
elastic case ( n = oo). The corresponding magnitudes of the elastic stress and 
strain are: 
As an example 
1 
the value of stress for the viscoelastic case is equal to the 
product of a ••stress multiplier 11 and the corresponding value of the elastic stress 
magnitude, 0 • In viewing the results, it is important to remember that the E 
interface of the rods exists at x/L = 0.2. Reference to the results of the traveling 
wave solution for the elastic case (Figs. 4-A through 4-G) wi II serve to clarify 
the resu Its of the viscoelastic case. 
The small oscillations indicated in Figures 6 and 7 are the result of the 
non-infinite evaluation of equations (37) and (38). The parts of the distributions 
which are nearly vertical are thought to be so; however 1 they do not appear 
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4. Summary of Numerical Results 
The solutions, evaluated at various values of T ,. 0 , indicate: 
0 
l . The pulse front is propagated with the velocity C . 
0 
2. The stress ard strain, evaluated at the interface and at T = 0+ 
are equal to the corresponding elastic values. 
3. The stress, evaluated at the interface and for (0+ < T .::_0.4), 
is less than the corresponding elastic value (the difference 
varying directly with the magnitude of -r ) • 
0 
4. The strain, evaluated at the interface and for (0+ < T ~ 1) 
is greater than the corresponding elastic value (the difference 
varying directly with the magnitude of T ) • 
0 
5. A "residual stress" condition exists in the rods following the 
passage of the main pulse. The magnitude of this stress 
phenomenon is a direct function of the mangi tude of T 0 and 
decays with time. 
6. A "residual strain" condition exists in the rods following the 
passage of the main pulse. The magnitude of this residual 
strain is a direct function of the mangitude ofT and increases 
0 
with time as long as the residual stress is present. 
I 
7. The strain in the rods varies with the magnitude of the stress and 
the time during which the stress is present. 
8. The magnitude of the stress distribution appears to decay expo-
nentially, the rate of decay being a function of the magnitude 
of T 0 . 
9. The "crests" of resultant pulses become increasingly distorted 
as T is inc rea sed . 
0 
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10. It appears that a reflected tensile pulse will not occur for T 0 52n • 
ll. The maximum strain occurs at the interface of the rods. 
Apparently 1 the problem of the longitudinal impact of two finite visco-
elastic rods has not previously been solved. Hence, a direct comparison of 
results is not possible. Lee and Kanter [ 16] have, however, considered the 
problem of a step velocity applied to an end of a finite rod of a Maxwell 
material. The aspects of the solutions that can be compared are observed to 
agree qualitatively. For example, Lee and Kanter have shown that the stress 
wave is propagated with the elastic wave velocity (C ) and that the initial 
0 
stress amp I itude (T = 0 +) is equal to the elastic stress amp I itude. These 
investigators have not published a solution for the corresponding strain distri-
butions. 
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IV. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
The elastic properties of 7075 T651 aluminum at very high rates of loading 
were determined by subjecting two one-half inch diameter rods of the material 
to longitudinal impact. 
A. Preparation of Test Materia I 
Experimental work was conducted using impacter rods which varied from 
2 to 12 inches in length and test rods which varied from 8 to 60 inches in length. 
In all experiments, the length of the test rod was equal to or greater than the 
length of the impacter. The test materia I, as obtained from the supplier, was m 
the form of one-half inch diameter rods of 12 foot lengths. The test rods and 
impacters were cut to prescribed length on a flat-bed lathe to insure that the end 
faces of the rods were perpendicular to their axes of revolution. It was observed 
that this method also produced very smooth, uniform end faces. No machine 
work was performed on the lateral surfaces of the rods. It was determined that 
the maximum variation in the diameter of the rod material at a given section 
was ± 0.001 inch. 
B. Strain Gages 
30 
The test rods were instrumented with Budd metalfilm strain gages (type 
C12-121-A) in order to determine their response to the impact condition. The 
characteristics of these gages are as follows: effective gage length = 0.125 inch; 
gage width= 0.085 inch; gage factor= 2.08 ±0.5%; resistance= 120 ± 0.2 ohms; 
epoxy-backed; and temperature and aluminum compensated. 
Two strain gages were attached to each test rod such that they were 
diametrically opposed and so that their strain axes were parallel with the axis 
of the rod. Also, the gages were placed such that their tabs were away from the 
impact end of the test rod. To insure proper positioning of the strain gages on 
the test rods, longitudinal alignment lines and circumferential location lines were 
lightly scribed on the rods with a vernier height gage. Eastman 910 adhesive was 
used to attach the strain gages to the test rods. 
C. Wheatstone Bridge 
31 
The strain gages were electrically connected so that they became opposite 
arms of the Wheatstone bridge shown in Figure 8. In view of the geometrical loca-
tion of the gages, this arrangement negates the presence of any bending strain and 
doubles the output with respect to axial strain. Initial balancing of the bridge 1s 
accomplished with the 25 k ohm resistor in series with the galvanometer (for 
protection of the galvanometer). Final balancing is accomplished with the 25 k 
ohm resistor short circuited. Calibration and strain determination are done with 
the 25 k ohm resistor in series with the galvanometer. (This provides an effectively 
open circuit between points C and D.) 
D. Oscilloscope and Camera 
A Tektronix model 564 storage oscilloscope (with 3A3 differential 
amplifier and 3B3 time base plug-in units) was used to read the output of the 
Wheatstone bridge. This scope and plug-in unit arrangement provides an upper 
frequency response limit of 500 kHz (high bandwidth) and an upper frequency 
response I irni t of 5 kHz (low bandwidth) with display voltage variable from 
0.1 mv/cm to 10 mv/cm, sweep time capability from 10 sec/em to 0.1 m1cro 
sec/em, and corresponding delayed sweep capability. 







25 k Q 
Scope 
Figure 8. Wheatstone bridge 
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E. Air Gun Launcher 
The impacting rod was accelerated to a uniform velocity using the air gun 
launcher shown in Figures 9 and l 0. The air gun consists basically of a pressure 
chamber section and a barrel-silencer section. The barrel-silencer was sized so 
that it permitted unrestricted passage of the impacter. Prior to firing 1 the impacter 
was normally placed at the breech end of the barrel and the barrel was isolated 
from the pressure chamber with a diaphragm (aluminum foil). One type of the foil 
ruptured consistently at a chamber pressure near 32 psig and the other type at 
chamber pressures near 55 psig. 
Air pressure was slowly admitted to the chamber until the bursting pressure 
(prescribed by the number and combination of foil thicknesses) was achieved. The 
pressure differential across the impacter then permitted it to be accelerated toward 
the muzzle end of the barrel-silencer. The silencer served to bleed-off the 
pressure differential across the impacter 1 thereby producing a nearly uniform 
impacter velocity at the muzzle. The original gun geometry was determined using 
a form of the Pidduck -Kent I imi ting solution. A description of this method and 
a listing of the computer program that was used are given in Appendix l. 
F. Velocity Measurement 
The velocity of the impacter was measured over a one-foot section of the 
silencer using the output of a photo-electric triggering device to start and stop 
an electronic counter. The photo-trigger device consisted of two separate channels 1 
one of which is shown in Figure 11. A light beam (produced by a D.C. 1 high-
intensity lamp_) was shown through a pair of silencer holes at each of the designated 
velocity-measurement points. These I ight beams then fe II on the corresponding 
photo-tubes associated with each channel of the photo-trigger device. The 
circuitry and light source associated with the velocity measurement station nearest 
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Figure ll. Circuit diagram of a photo-trigger channel 
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When the impacter passes through the barrel-silencer a1d interrupts the light beams 
associated with each photo-station, the result is two consecutive voltage outputs 
on separate channels. Sample outputs of photo-stations 1 and 2 are shown in 
Figures 12 and 13, respectively. 
The voltage output of the second photo-station was used to initiate the 
asci lloscope trace. In order to insure that the first compressive pulse resulting 
from the impact would be displayed, it was found necessary to employ the delayed 
sweep feature of the oscilloscope. It was learned that the delay time required to 
display the first pulse near the beginning of the trace was a function of impacter 
velocity. Hence, a calibration curve of required delay time-vs-impacter velocity 
was constructed from test results as impacter velocity was increased. It was found 
that good trace location (for an expected impacter velocity) could be achieved by 
a simple projection of the existing curve as it developed during the phase of the 
program involving gradual increases in impacter velocity. 
G. Electronic Counter 
A General Radio type 1191 counter was used to determine the interval of 
time between the consecutive voltage pulse outputs of the photo-stations. The 
General Radio has a time base of 10M Hz, dual channel inputs, frequency response 
from D.C. to 20M Hz, and a threshold level of ± 100 mv. 
H. TestRodPosition 
The test rod was placed upon a support table at the muzzle end of the 
barrel-silencer, as shown in Figure 14, such that 13/16 inch of the test rod was 
within the silencer at the time of impact. Five thicknesses of electrical tape were 
wrapped around the test rod at two locations to insure that the test rod would not 
come in contact with the support table following impact. 
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Figure 12. Sample output of photo-station 1. V 0 ~ 140 fps, impacter length 
= 3 in, sweep time = 1 msec/ div, amplification= 2 v/ div, and 





Samp le output of photo-station 2. V 0 Q., 140 fps, impacter length 
= 3 in, sweep time = 1 msec/ div, amplification = 2 v/ div , and 
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Figure 12. Samp le output of photo-station 1. V0 ~ 140 fps, impacter length 
= 3 in, sweep time = 1 msec/ div, amplification= 2 v/ div, and 





Samp le output of photo-station 2. V 0 !lJ 140 fps, impacter length 
= 3 in, sweep time = 1 msec/div, amplification = 2 v/ div, and 
bandwidth = 5 kHz. 
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The original alignment of the support table was accomplished using a 
dummy rod which was identical to the test rod in that it was of the same material 
and that it was also wrapped with five thicknesses of electrical type. The tape 
40 
was placed on the dummy rod such that it entered the silencer three inches when 
placed in position on the support table. The height and inclination of the support 
table were then adjusted so that the dummy rod slid freely in the silencer with both 
wrappings of tape in contact with the polished support table. At this point, 
alignment lines (parallel to the longitudinal axis of the dummy rod) were placed 
on the support table. This procedure was used as an additional assurance that 
the test rod would be properly aligned when placed in position prior to the test. 
It was generally observed, however, that accurate alignment of the test rod could be 
achieved merely by placing it at its test position. 
A photograph of the muzzle end of the air gun with the test rod in place, 
and of the velocity and strain measuring equipment, is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Velocity and strai n measuring equipment 
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Figure 15. Ve loci ty and strai n measuring equipment 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
During all phases of the experimental program, electrical equipment was 
allowed at least one-half hour to attain operating temperature. 
A. Air Gun Evaluation 
The initial phase of the experimental program consisted of the testing and 
evaluation of the air gun launcher. Calibration curves of impacter velocity-vs-
chamber pressure were constructed from experimental data and compared to 
theoretical predictions. 
It was observed that a 2.5 volt threshold level for the electronic counter 
provided consistent results and triggering that was not influenced by electrical 
noise. 
The initial length of the barrel-silencer of the air gun was chosen to be 
42 
84 inches. The barrel was originally 60 inches long with the silencer constituting 
the remaining 24 inches. It was initially observed that the shape of the experi-
mental velocity-pressure curve for a two-inch projectile did not compare well with 
theoretical predictions for an air gun with a 60 inch barrel length. It was ascer-
tained that the number and size of the pressure-rei ief holes in the silencer did not 
allow sufficient pressure-relief to insure that the impacter was not accelerating 
within the velocity-measurement portion of the silencer. The number and size of 
the pressure-rei ief holes were then empirically increased. This procedure was 
repeated several times until the slopes of experimental and theoretical impacter 
velocity-chamber pressure curves were observed to compare favorably (see 
Appendix 1). A final determination of the magnitude of the acceleration was 
made by changing the location of the photo-stations such that the average velocity 
of the impacter was measured at a location six inches nearer the pressure chamber. 
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The results yielded by this method showed a negligible d.ff · 
1 erence m average 
impacter velocity between the photo-stations for chambe 1 d. r oa 1 ng pressures on 
the order of 200 psig · At this point 1 the length of the silencer had been increased 
to 36 inches and 68 pressure-bleed holes of 3/8 inch in diameter had been pro-
duced in the silencer. 
B. Test Procedure 
The second phase of the experimental program consisted of the determination 
of the strain-vs-time relation at a location on the test rod resulting from its collision 
with the impacting rod. 
Initial tests were made at low impacter velocities in order to determine 
that all associated equipment was operating properly. The following procedure 
was consistently observed in the conduct of tests: (a) the air gun barrel-silencer 
Was cleaned to insure that no pieces of aluminum foil diaphragm were present as 
a result of previous testing; (b) the magnitude of the expected strain was determined 
from elementary considerations using the expected impacter velocity and the oscil-
loscope amplifier gain correspondingly set; (c) the delay time for the oscilloscope 
sweep was set 1 corresponding to the expected impacter velocity; (d) the test rod 
was placed at its proper position on the support table and the leads of the strain 
gages were connected to the Wheatstone bridge; (e) a light oil was applied to 
the lateral surface of the impacter and the excess removed with a clean cloth; (f) 
the impacter was placed within the barrel; (g) the proper combination of foi Is 
Was placed at the chamber-breech interface and the chamber was closed; (h) the 
I ights of the photo-stations were turned on and the photo-stations were triggered by 
a manual interruption of the light sources in order to determine if the counter and 
scope were being triggered properly; (j) air was slowly admitted to the chamber 
until the diaphragm burst and its bursting pressure was noted; and (k) a photograph 
of the stored display was taken with the oscilloscope camera· 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Determination of Results 
When strain gages are mounted at a location x = ~ on the test rod of 
Figure 2, the strain-time history indicated by the gages can be determined by 
following a line drawn through x = t; and parallel to the t-axis in the direction 
of increasing t. The validity of this theoretical consideration for the case of 
rods made from 7075 T651 aluminum was the chief concern of the experimental 
program. 
The Aluminum Company of America [ 25] lists the properties of cold 
finished 7075 T651 aluminum rod as follows: (a) modulus of elasticity -
10.4 x 106 psi; (b) yield strength -66,000 psi; (c) ultimate strength -
77,000 psi; and (d) density- 0.101 lb /cu in. The 7075 prefix indicates 
m 
that this material contains the following percentages of alloying elements: 
(a) 1 . 6o/o copper; (b) 2 .5% magnesium; (c) 0. 3% chromium; and (d) 5. 6°/o 
zinc. The T651 suffix indicates that the material has been solution heat-treated 
and subsequently stress-relieved by stretching to a permanent strain of l .5 to 
3 .0°/o. 
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Experimental results were obtained by interpreting photographs of oscil-
loscope traces that resulted from tests at various impacter velocities. A graphical 
representation of a typical oscilloscope trace is shown in Figure 16. 
It was determined during the course of the experimentation that direct 
viewing of the stored display yielded results that differed slightly from those 
obtained from the photographed trace. Calibration of this error revealed that 
the photographed results showed magnitudes that were smaller by a factor of 
approximately 0. 025 division/division, the error being zero at the center of the 
45 
graticule and increasing almost linearly in both the It d · d" · vo age an tm e 1 rec tlons. 
It was observed that a small distance existed between the graticule face and the 
face of the cathode-ray tube of the oscilloscope and this condition caused the 
observed para I lax error. All distances measured from photographed osc j lloscope 
traces were appropriately corrected to insure accurate representation of the results. 
A calibration check prior to each shot showed a consistent calibration 
voltage of-18 mv. With reference to the Wheatstone bridge of Figure 8 1 the 
calibration strain is 
-120 Q 
Ecal(o/o) = (2)(2.08)(10120Q) x 100% =-0.2851%strain 
where 2. 08 is the gage factor as provided by the strain gage manufacturer. 
Dividing the equivalent strain by the calibration voltage results in a strain-
voltage calibration of 0.01584% strain/mv. 
Once the corrected magnitude of the first voltage pulse was determined 1 
it was then possible to calculate the corresponding magnitude of the strain pulse 
by using the strain-voltage calibration of 0.01584% strain/mv. 
Three methods were used to determined the velocity of wave propagation 
in the test material. The first method (t 1 method) involved determination of the 
duration of the first compressive pulse (see Fig. 16) and dividing this time into 
the theoretical pulse length (2L/a). In the second method (t2 method) the 
elapsed time between the beginning of the first compressive pulse and the beginning 
of the first tensile pulse was determined (see Fig. 16) and divided into the distance 





the elapsed time between the beginning of the first compressive 
pulse and the beginning of the last determinable tensile pulse was measured and 
divided into the corresponding distance traveled by the wave front. In Figure 16, 
the last determinable tensile pulse corresponds to the second tensile pulse. 
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Figure 16. Graphical reproduction of a typical oscilloscope 
trace. Graticu le divisions (div) shown. 
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Figure 17. Photograph of stored oscilloscope trace for Shot 
Number 6. V0 = 95.3 fps, sweep time = 50 lJ 
sec/div, amplification = 10 mv/ div, bandwidth = 
500kHz, ca l = 0.01584% strain/ mv, L = 19 in, 
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Figure 16. Graphical reproduction of a typical oscilloscope 
trace. Graticu le divisions (div) shown . 
TIME 
Figure 17. Photograph of stored oscilloscope trace fo r Shot 
Number 6 . V0 = 95.3 fps, sweep time = 50 lJ 
sec/ div, amplification = 10 mv/div, bandwidth = 
500kHz, col = 0.01584% stroin/ mv , L = 19 in , 
L/ o = 3 in, and E; = 7 in . 
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A photograph of the stored trace that was obtained as a result of Shot 
Number 6 is shown in Figure 17. From Figure 17 it is determined that the 
maximum magnitude of the first compressive pulse is 1.80 div (averaging small 
oscillations) with a corrected magnitude of 1.025 div (1.80) = 1 .84 div. The 
resultant maximum strain is 
£ = -(1 .84 div) (10 mv/div) (0.01584% strain/mv)::;: -0.292% strain. 
Applying the t3 method to Figure 17, it is determined that the distance from the 
beginning of the first compressive pulse to the beginning of the second tensile 
pulse is 5.58 div with the corrected magnitude of 5.58 div (1. 025) = 5.72 div. 
From the characteristics diagram of Figure 2 it is determined that the distance 
traveled by the wave front during this time is 4(L - s ) + 2( E, - L/a) or 
1 
from 
Figure 17, 4(19- 7 in)+ 2(7 -3 in)= 56 in. Thus, the propagation velocity 
(by the t3 method) is determined to be 
C= 56 in = 16 1 320 fps . 
-6 (12 in/ft)(5.72 div)(50x 10 sec/div) 
The results obtained by using the above methods with photographed 
traces for various impacter velocities are shown in Table I. Due to the c~arac­
teristics of the photograph obtained as a result of Shot Number 91 it was not 
possible to determine the propagation velocity by the t2 or t3 methods. Strain 
gage failures after the passage of the first compressive pulse did not allow deter-
mination of the propagation velocity by the t2 or t3 methods for Shots 101 111 
and 12. 
The plotted results of maximum compressive strain-vs-impacter velocity 
(from Table I) are shown in Figure 18. These variables show a nearly I i near 
relationship at impacter velocities up to 237.0 feet/second. The maximum 
d · · I' · d t the highest value of impacter ev1atton from the observed mean ty occure 0 




























































































If only the linear portion of the strain-impacter velocity curve is 
considered 1 it is possible to determine an "impact modulus" relating theoretical 






E = p oc (39) 
resulting in 
E Po [ v r = 4 £ (40) 
From the I i near portion of the plot shown in Figure 18 1 V /e:: = 32 1 500 0 
ft/sec. Using this with equation (40), the result is 
E === (O. 101 Ibm/ cu in)( 12 in/ft)(32 ,50C fps) 2 = 9 . 94 x 6 1 4(32.2 ft-lbm/lbf-sec 2) 10 psi 
where E1 is the impact modulus of elasticity. 
Figure 19 shows a plot of propagation velocity as a function of impacter 
velocity. It appears from an analysis of Figure 19 that the velocity of wave 
propagation is not a function of impacter velocity over the range of impacter 
velocities employed. It was also observed that the average propagation ve !oc ities 
resulting from each of the three measurement methods (t 1, t2 1 and t3) did not 
differ appreciably (16 1 310, 16,500, and 16 1 270 ft/sec, respectively). The 
average propagation velocity (all results weighed equally) was determined to 
be 16,350 ft/sec. Using this average result with equation (39), the result is 
E ::::: 
2 
(0. 101 lbm/in3 )(16,350 fps) 2 (12 in/ft ) 6 
- = 1 0. 1 x 1 0 psi (32. 2 ft - I b;n/1 bf -sec 2) 
where E2 is the irnpact modulus of elasticity. 
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0 t3 METHOD 
BOUNDS FOR 2.0% DEVIATION FROM AVERAGE 
- AVERAGE PROPAGATION VELOCITY= 16350 FPS 
200 250 300 350 
IMPACTER VELOCITY, V0 (FPS) 
Figure 19. Propagation velocity-vs-impacter velocity 
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Ul 
modulus (E 1 and E2) it was considered that the value of E = 10.0 x 106 psi 
would adequa~ely describe the dynamic stress-strain relationship. Using 
E = 10.0 x 10 psi with the equation 
0 = - = 
results in 
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a (psi) = - [ (1 0. 0 x 106 psi) (0. 101 Ibm/in 3) (12 in/ft)l ~ 
(32 .21bm - ft/lbf- sec2) J ~0 [ft/sec]=-307.0V0 
also 1 Q_ E I or E = 
E (in/in) = 0 (psi) -5 = - 3.07 X 10 V 
( 1 0 . 0 x 1 0 6 psi) 0 
Equations (41) and (42) were evaluated at the experimental values of impacter 
velocity and the results are indicated in Table I. A graph of theoretical stress-
vs-experimental strain was constructed using the results listed in Table I and 
is shown in Figure 20. The manufacturer-specified properties of the aluminum 
(under static loading conditions) are also indicated by Figure 20. 
B · Analysis of Experimental Resu Its 
Analysis of Figure 20 reveals that a linear relationship between theoretical 
stress and experimental maximum strain exists up to stresses which are greater than 
the statically-determined ultimate stress. The slope of this curve is approximately 
4% less than the static modulus of elasticity. This fact implies that the use of 
the static modulus of elasticity of this material to predict dynamic strains at stress 
levels up to the yield stress will generally be acceptable in design problems. 
For those shots where the magnitude of the stress pulse (via elastic theory) 
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Figure 20. Theoretical stress-vs-experimental maximum strain 
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shot the crest of the first stra in pulse was nearly flat, e.g . , Figure 17. It 
was noted, however, that for shots where the elastically-predicted maximum 
stress exceeded the statica lly-determined yield stress, an apparent discontinu ity 
developed in the strain pulse rise time. An examp le of this phenomenon is 
shown in Figure 21 . 
With reference to Figure 21 , it is determined that the strain at the 
gage location first rises very sharply and then abruptly changes slope at 
£ ~-0.65o/o strain. The strain continues to increase at a reduced rate to a 
rnagni tude approximately predicted by elastic theory (see Fig. 20). The 
shots (9 through 12) that resulted in elastically-predicted stress levels exceeding 
the static yie ld stress of 66,000 psi showed a similar discontinuity in rise time 
at e: 'lt~Q .65o/o strain . From Figure 20 it can be seen that £ = 0.65% 
Figure 21 • Photograph of stored oscilloscope trace. for Shot. t:Jum~er ~ 1 . 
V == 294 fps, sweep time = 50 ll sec/ d•v, ampl•f~catlo~ -20 mv/ div' bandwidth = 500kHz, cal = 0.01584 ~ stra•n/ mv' 
. L/ _ 3 • d ~ = 5.5 in. Gage faded after L = 11 m , 1 a - m ' an 
first pulse. 
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shot the crest of the first strain pulse was nearly flat, e.g., Figure 17. It 
was noted, however, that for shots where the elastically-predicted maximum 
stress exceeded the statically-determined yield stress, an apparent discontinuity 
developed in the strain pulse rise time. An example of this phenomenon is 
shown in Figure 21 . 
With reference to Figure 21, it is determined that the strain at the 
gage location first rises very sharply and then abruptly changes s lope at 
e: ::::-0.65o/o strain. The strain continues to increase at a reduced rate to a 
rnagni tude approximately predicted by elastic theory (see Fig. 20). The 
shots (9 through 12) that resulted in elastically-predicted stress levels exceeding 
the static yield stress of 66,000 psi showed a similar discontinuity in rise time 
at e: 'lt~O .65o/o strain. From Figure 20 it can be seen that e: = 0.65% 
Figure 21. Photograph of stored oscilloscope trace. for Shot. Num~er ~ 1 . 
V == 294 fps' sweep time = 50 ll sec/ d•v' ampl•f~catlo~ -
20 mv ldiv' bandwidth= 500kHz, cal = 0.01584 y~ stra•n/ mv' 
1
'. L / _ 3 • d ~ = 5.5 in. Gage faded after L = 11 an, I a - an' an 
first pulse. 
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strain corresponds to an elastic stress level of 65,000 psi (approximately equal 
to the statically-determined yield stress of 66,000 psi). This phenomenon would 
seem to indicate that the pulse consists of an elastic front followed by a region 
of elastic strain superimposed upon plastic strain. Unfortunately 1 due to strain 
gage failures (e.g., Fig. 21), it was not possible to determine if plastic strain 
existed following passage of the main pulse. It is the opinion of this investigator 
that residual plastic strain did exist following the passage of the first elastic-
plastic pulse. 
It appears that the above described phenomena correspond well with 
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results predicted by the strain-rate independent theory as proposed by Karman [ 1 ] 
and Taylor [2] . This theory predicts the existence of a distinct wave velocity 
for each level of plastic stress given by the equation 
c = j_l d (J Po~ 
where d 0 = E in the elastic region and is a single-valued function of strain 
"d; 
in the plastic region of the static stress-strain curve. Due to the nature of most 
experimentally-determined static stress-strain curves (e.g., aluminum), the 
elastic stresses will be propagated at a velocity which exceeds those wave 
velocities associated with each stress level in the plastic region. It is to be 
observed, however, that since the level of elastic stress constitutes a large 
portion of the total elastically-predicted stress level (for the range of impacter 
velocities considered experimentally) the primary indication of pulse length 
should correspond to that predicted by the elastic theory· This was approx i-
mately verified by the experimental results (see Table I- Propagation velocity). 
The strain-rate dependent theory, after Malvern [ 3 l 1 predicts that 
for the
· · 1 I" d load) the initial stress will nse 
tmpact case (mstantaneous y app 1e 
t I b t 
· of the elastic curve into the plastic region. 
o a va ue predicted y an ex enston 
The stress is then predicted to decrease with time, becoming the value predicted 
by the static stress-strain curve for large values of time. It can be seen that 
the constitutive equation proposed by Malvern [ 3] bears a distinct similarity 
to the constitutive equation of the Maxwell model for short times. It was also 
noticed that the results of experimentation in the plastic range of loading 
(e.g., Fig. 21) bear a distinct similarity to the strain distributions predicted 
for the collision of two Maxwellian rods (Fig. 7). A brief discussion of the 
imp I ications of the Malvern equation is given in Appendix 3. 
In view of the above theoretical considerations, it was concluded that 
the material could not be judged as being either strain-rate independent or 
1 
strain-rate dependent and that further extensive experimentation would be 
required for this determination to be made. As a result of this fact, the stress 
strain curve of Figure 20 only indicates the elastically-determined theoretical 
stress versus the experimentally-determined maximum strain and does not imply 
that the stresses indicated above the elastic limit are actually present during 
impact. If the material is strain-rate dependent, after Malvern [3] , these 
stress levels correspond to the stress present at the instant of impact. If the 
material is strain-rate independent, after Karman [1 ] and Taylor [ 2 1, the 
true stress is smaller than that indicated by Figure 20 for those shots made above 
the observed elastic limit stress. 
With these considerations in mind, it was concluded that the results 
served to demonstrate that the maximum strain could be satisfactorily predicted 
(within 6o/o) by a simple extension of the elastic curve for impacter velocities 
up to approximately 300 fps. This statement must be tempered by the fact that 
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7075 T6 aluminum was found to be insensitive to st.rain rat~s up to (103 in/in)/sec 
by Maiden and Green [ 26] who employed the spl1t-Hopkmson pressure bar. 
the projectiles used in the plastic range were 3 inches in length (corresponding 
to an elastic pulse length of approximately 30 micro-seconds). It is very likely 
that the duration of the elastic pulse will, in part, determine the level of the 
plastic strain. The strain pulses were measured at a point 2.5 inches from the 
location of the interface of the rods in Shots 9 and 12, and 4 inches from the 
interface in Shots 10 and 11. The point of measurement has possible significance 
with regard to the level of maximum strain in the plastic region of loading due 
to the absorbtion of energy in the process of plastic straining. 
Small-amp! itude, high frequency oscillations were observed to occur 
on the traces following initiation of the first compressive pulse (see Fig. 17). 
These osc i I lations were a I so observed by Kolsky [ 27] and are thought to resu It 
from the effects of radial modes ofvibration described by the Pochammer-Chree 
equations. These modes act, in general, to distort and reduce the amplitude 
of a propagated pulse . 
Damping properties of the aluminum can be observed by comparing the 
magnitudes of successive reflected pulses. In those shots where the magnitude 
of the produced stress was less than the observed yield stress, the effects of 
material damping were concluded to be quite small. In fact, it is quite probable 
that the effects of material damping (in this case) are of the same order of 
magnitude as the dispersive effects of radial modes. A quantitative examination 
of the effects of material damping was not undertaken· 
C. Discussion of Possible Error 
1 . Photo-electric Velocity Measurement 
I h b d ced by the high-intensity It was necessary to allow the ig t earns pro u 
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lamps t h h h I h" h were 3/8 inch in diameter (silencer holes) 
o pass t roug o es w 1 c 
. ff. . t ·,. ht level at the photo-tube for proper triggering. 
tn order to produce a su tcten tg 
As the impacter passes through the barrel 1 it breaks the initially-established 
I ight beam and the triggering pulse is subsequently produced. It is not known, 
however 1 if the portion of the I ight beam that must be broken by the impacting 
rod is the same for both photo-stations. The worst possible condition that cou 1 d 
exist is if one station triggers at a very small reduction in its light level (when 
the impacter just begins to interrupt the beam) while the other station triggers 
at a very small I ight level (when the projectile almost completely blocks the 
beam). Since the distance over which the velocity is measured is equal to 
12 inches 1 the largest possible error that can be caused by this effect is ±6°c 
of the true velocity. 
It was not possible to determine the exact trigger level of each photo-
station because dynamic movement of the impacter (10 to 15 fps) is required 
for triggering to take place. Every effort was made to produce electrically 
equivalent photo-stations and equal light intensities at both measurement 
points. Therefore 
1 
the actua I error resu I ting from this condition should be 
quite sma II . 
2. Electrical Noise 
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In most of the photographic results obtai ned 1 it was noticed that the 
trace indicated a sma 11 A .C. voltage preceding the indication of the first 
compressive pulse (e.g., Fig. 21). It was determined that the frequency of 
this ''noise .. was approximately equal to 10kHz for all traces in which it appeared. 
It was noted that noise at an approximate frequency of 10 kHz also appeared in 
the traces of the photo-station outputs (see Figs. 12 and 13). It is not certain 
whether this noise is produced by the light stations or arises from an independent 
source (such as the motion of the projectile in the barrel). However, its result 
is to add to the difficulty in interpreting the results of photographed traces. In 
all cases, an effort was made to determine the contribution of electrical noise 
and to modify the results in accordance with its observed magnitude. 
The contribution of the radial modes of vibration tended to produce 
oscillations in the pulse crests (see Fig. 17). An attempt was made to average 
these oscillations in order to determine the true magnitude of the longitudinal 
strain. 
3. Strain Indication 
Eastman 910 contact cement was used to fasten the strain gages to the 
test rod. Indications are that the cement functioned well in this capacity, as 
the observed pulses rose quite rapidly and produced results similar to those 
expected in the elastic range of impacter velocities. It was mentioned earlier 
that strain gage failure occurred in the highest velocity shots. This failure 
was not associated with the gage itself but with the fastening of lead wires to 
the strain gage tabs. The lead wires were soldered to the tabs using a very 
small quantity of solder. However, due to the very high accelerations involved 
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in the impact condition, the inertia forces that are associated with the solder 
connections become quite large and this effect can manifest itself in the fracturing 
of the gage tabs. 
4. Frequency Response 
During the course of the experimentation, it was determined that the 
frequency response of the measuring equipment is of vital importance· The 
oscilloscope was observed to limit the frequency response of the strain measurement 
system. The oscilloscope that was used had an upper frequency response limit of 
5kHz (low bandwidth) and an upper frequency response limit of 500kHz (high 
bandwidth). In order to more fully describe the implications of frequency 
response, a photograph of a scope trace obtained at a bandwidth of 500 kHz and 
h b · d d omparable impact conditions, at a P otograph of a scope trace o tatne , un er c 
a bandwidth of 5 kHz are shown in Figures 22 and 23' respectively· 
Figure 22. 
Figure 23. 
Photograph of stored oscilloscope trace for Shot Number 3. 
V0 == 46.3 fps, sweep time == SOlJ sec/ di v , amplification= 
5 mv/ div, bandwidth = 500kHz, col = 0.01 584°/() stroin/ mv, 
L = 19 in , L/ a = 3 in, and ~ = 7 in. 
Photograph of stored oscilloscope tr<:3ce · V 0 .= 42 · 3 fps.' sw~ep 
time = 50 lJ sec/ div, amplification ::: 5 mv(d• v , bondw~dth -
5kHz cal = O. Ol584o/o stroin/ mv, L = 19 111, l./a ::::: 3 •n, a nd , 




Photograph of stored oscilloscope trace for Shot Number 3. 
V 0 == 46.3 fps, sweep time == 50}.1 sec/ div, amplification = 
5 mv/ div, bandwidth = 500kHz, cal == 0.01584°/o strain/ mv, 
L == 19 in, L/ a = 3 in, and ~ = 7 in. 
Photograph of stored oscilloscope tr~ce · V 0 .= 42 · 3 fps., sw~ep 
time = 50 ll sec/ div, amplification ::::: 5 mv~dsv, bandw~dth -
5kHz cal = O.Ol584o/o strain/ mv, L = 19 111, l./a :::: 3 sn, and , 
~ = 7 in. 
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As can be determined from Figures 22 and 23, the shots were made at 
comparable impacter velocities and involved identical impacter-test rod geometry. 
The most noticeable difference in the characteristics of Figures 22 and 23 is the 
rounding of pulse ••corners •• that can be observed in Figure 23. Further observation 
reveal s that Figure 23 indicates significantly less pulse magnitude (approximately 
50o/o less) than is shown by Figure 22. This difference is certainly not traceable 
to the small difference in impacter velocities of the sbots. 
In general, a pulse consists of a summation of the contributions of a wide 
spectrum of frequency components. The Fourier series, discussed by Churchill [ 291 
has been used to describe periodic functions in terms of the contributions of their 
frequency components. The Fourier sine-cosine series describes a periodic fur1ction 
as an infinite summation of contributions from sine and/or cosine functions from 
a specified minimum to infinity. Physically, the lowest frequency of the series 
is determined by the frequency of the function that is to be represented. The 
lowest frequency terms of the series are normally observed to make the largest 
contribution to the basic shape of the function with the higher frequency terms 
contributing to a refinement of the basic shape. The number of series terms that 
is required to accurately describe a function is largely dependent on the shape 
of that function and is inversely related to the rate of convergence of the series. 
It is known that a relatively large number of series terms is required to represent 
waves of the ••square 11 or 11 rectangu lor 11 variety· 
The implication of the above discussion is that the strain measuring 
d · 1 • 1 "d ange of frequencies in order to ev1ces must be sensitive to a re ot1ve Y WI e r 
d
. 1 • d A Fourier analysis of the 
1sp ay the true results with reqUire accuracy· 
h d
. t F" res 22 and 23 shows that the lowest 
t eoretical wave train correspon mg o •gu 
f I h 
1 w bandwidth mode, the osc i llo-
requency is approximately 6.7 kHz. n t e 0 
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scope passes frequencies up to 5kHz without significant attenuation. 1 Plysically, 
this means that all frequencies of the wave train in Figure 23 have been signifi-
cantly attenuated while the first 74 frequencies (up to 500kHz) have been passed 
without significant attenuation for the wave train of Figure 22. Some of the 
differences between the wave train of Figure 22 and its corresponding theoretical 
pulse train have probably arisen from frequency response limitations. It is the 
opinion of the author that the presence of 74 frequencies (without significant 
attenuation) is sufficient to describe pulse magnitudes to within an accuracy of 
1% for the wave trains considered experimentally. 
The above discussion imp I ies a 11 first approximation" to the problem of 
equipment frequency response. It is suggested that a Fourier analysis be applied 
to the theoretical pulse train associated with a given impacter-test rod geometry. 
Physical evaluation of the Fourier series within the limits of equipment frequency 
response should then be accomplished. The results of the series evaluation should 
then be compared to the theoretical wave train in order to determine the expected 
accuracy of experimental results. This suggested method of Fourier analysis ts 
discussed more thoroughly in Appendix 4. 
Unfortunately, many of the published experimental findings in the area of 
impact studies have not been accompanied by information regarding equipment 
frequency response I imitations. It is possible that some of the discrepancies that 
have arisen regarding tests with materials result from such frequency response 
I imitations. 
l f response 1 imi ts (5 kHz and 
The attenuation at both of the upper requency 
500kHz) is approximately 3 db. 
5. Integration Effect of the Strain Gages 
This source of error arises from the fact that the strain gages are of 
finite length (in this case, 0.125 inches). It was determined experimentally 
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that the average velocity of wave propagation inthe aluminum was 16,350 ft sec. 
Thus, the total time for the wave front to traverse the length of the strain gages is 
(0.125in)/(12 in/ft) 
16,350 ft/sec 
= 0. 637 1.1 sec 
Consider the case where the pulse just arrives at the gage when t = 0. If it is 
assumed that the true strain pulse can be represented by the step function £ cc t H(t), 
it follows that 




where y is the gage length, C is the wave propagation velocity, E IS the 
indicated strain, and t is time. It can thus be seen that a rectangular pulse 
(of zero rise time) will have an indicated rise time equal to tg · 
By viewing the photogrq:>hed oscilloscope traces, it was determined that 
h · · · · t tl e r 5 micro-seconds (the observed t e nse hmes of stra1n pulses were cons1s en Y n a 
· · · b f t' f t in) It is therefore 1n1t1al rise time did not appear to e a unc 1on o s ra · ' ' 
possible that the integration effect of the strain gages contributes as much as 
0 · 637/5, or 12. 75°/o of the total observed rise time· 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental results indicate that the simple, one-dimensional 
theory served quite well to predict wave propagation effects, within the elastic 
range of loading, for 7075 T651 aluminum rods. The experimental strain-time 
results are observed to agree within 4% of those calculated using the properties 
of the aluminum as specified by the manufacturer. This 4% difference was 
manifest in an experimental, dynamic elastic modulus of 10.0 x 10
6 
psi as 
opposed to the manufacturer-specified, static elastic modulus of 10.4 x l 0
6 
psi 
(see Figure 20.) 
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For those tests conducted in the plastic range of loading (e.g. 1 Figure 21 \I 
it appeared that the fronts of the experimentally observed strain pulses were of 
a magnitude approximately equal to the static yield strain of the material. In 
each of these tests, the 11 elastic front 11 was apparently followed by a monotonically 
increasing plastic strain for the duration of the primary pulse· The duration of 
the primary pulse was observed to be closely approximated by the value predicted 
via the elastic theory. It is suspected that this primary pulse was followed by 
permanent plastic strain, although this condition was not measured quantitatively. 
The material was observed to sustain stress conditions (predicted by elastic theory) 
well in excess of the static ultimate strength for pulse durations of 30 micro-
seconds. Under the specific conditions of the tests, it was determire d that the 
maximum strain at the strain gage location for impacter velocities producing 
plastic stresses could be predicted approximately (within 6%) by an extension 
of the elastic strain-vs-impacter velocity curve for impacter velocities up to 
294 fps (see Figure 18). 
· · f the aluminum were quite 
It was observed that the dampmg propert1es 0 
small in the elastic range of loading and it is thought that the effects of material 
damping can be neglected for design purposes. 
From the photographs of oscilloscope traces 1 it was determined that 
the minimum strain-rate resulting during experimentation was on the order of 
300(in/in)/sec while the maximum strain-rate was approximately lOOO(in 1in) /sec. 
However 1 it was observed that the initial rise time of the pulses was consistently 
near 5 micro-seconds regardless of the value of the strain. It was 1 therefore, 
concluded that the effects of frequency response and 11 integrating effects'' of 
the strain gages played an important role in the indicated strain-rate. It is the 
opinion of the author that the strain-rate 1 as predicted by theory 1 was nearly 
infinite but that this fact was obscured by equipment limitations. 
Theoretical results, obtained for the longitudinal collision of two 
Maxwellian rods (see Figures 6 and 7) 1 have indicated that there exists a max-
imum characteristic length of the material which a dynamically-produced 
disturbance will effectively traverse. It is thought that this phenomenon can 
be successfully employed in the design of viscoelastic packaging materials· The 
theoretica I development used for the Maxwell ian rods has been applied to Voigt 
and three-parameter materials (see page 8 ); however' numerical results have 
not, as yet, been obtained. 
It is the opinion of the author that the air gun launcher technique can 
b I
. d t . f the materials that have demonstrated visco-




The methods and equipment used in this experimentation were observed 
to produce satisfactory results within the elastic range of loading. Some modi-
fications of the equipment may be necessary 1 however 1 when plastic loading is 
under consideration. During compressive loading 1 some radial expansion of the 
material occurs as a result of the Poisson effect. This radial expansion could 
cause a significant interaction of the lateral surface of the impacter with the 
interior of the silencer when large, longitudinal strains are produced (as in 
the plastic range). For Shot Number 12 1 the plastic strain of the impacting rod 
was large enough to cause it to become lodged in the silencer. In addition to 
being an unacceptable inconvenience 1 this condition very likely caused a 
significant amount of error in the results. One solution to the problem is to 
increase the inside diameter of the barrel-silencer to allow for the radial expan-
sion of the rod. Unfortunately, this procedure will eventually produce impacter-
test rod alignment problems. A better solution for studies in the plastic range 
may be to encircle both the impacter and test rod with two, or more, rings of a 
much softer material (such as teflon). 
A determination of impacter and test rod lengths on the basis of a Fourier 
time analysis is highly advisable in order to insure that the frequency response 
limitations of the equipment do not significantly alter the true test results. 
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P h h 
c ·1· f the experimental method under consideration 
er aps t e greatest ral 1ng o 
is that it does not allow for a physical determination of the stress as it does for 
h 
· · 1 • the elastic range of loading. How-
t e strain. This consideration IS not v1ta 1n 
. . h h 't b omes quite important in the plastic range 
ever , in the opm1on of t e aut or, I ec 
of loading. Normally' the stress at the interface of the rods is determined via 
theoret
.lcal . . . I . 'lther the strain-rate independent theoty 
cons1derat10ns mvo v1ng e 
or the strain-rote dependent theory with the observed value of impacter velocity. 
It is the opinion of this investigator that an independent means of measuring the 
stress at the interface of the rods is necessary in order to determine the true 
validity of any theory of plastic wave propagation. 
More efficient shielding of the photo-electric trigger outputs and1or 
use of shielded strain gage leads should serve to reduce the observed presence 
of externa I noise on the scope traces. 
As a result of the experimentation it appears that the chamber volume 
of the air gun launcher is not being used effectively in view of the current 
barrel length of 48 inches as compared to the silencer length of 36 inches. A 
substantial increase in the length of the barrel is recommended. It is also 
recommended that the size of the silencer holes designated for the passage of the 
I ight beams be reduced (possibly by a system of lenses) and that the location 
of photo-station 1 be subsequently moved as close as possible to the muzzle to 
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AIIZ GUN DESIGN 
--------------
The air gun launcher used to accelerate the impacter was designed using 
a modified form of the Pidduck-..t<.ent lirniting solution as described by Hull and 
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\_ CHA~BER IMPACTER 
Figure 24. Basic air gun configuration 
The impacter velocity, V 
0
, is given by the equation 
v = 
0 l ( )y-l 1/2 - 2- b ra 1- ~y-1 0 '{b 
. d y is the specific heat 
where b is the speed of sound ir1 the propelling gas an 
. . X /Y . ·v n by the equation 
ratio of pro?e II ing gas. The ratio b b IS 9 1 e 





-·a y-l 0 
_Y_ 
(1-a ) y-1 
0 
. -1 r-




Equation (1-2) is determinate for a specified air gun geometry. lnosmL•c. i 
as a
0 
is contained imp I icitly in equation (1-3) 1 it is convenient to first solve 
for the gas mass/missile mass ration (G/M) as a function of / 0 and to display 
0 
the results in the form of a graph of Ia -vs-(G/M). The parameter /a 
0 0 
can then be determined for a given chamber pressure and missile mass and used 
with equation (l-1) to obtain the expected impacter velocity. 
For the gun that was used during the second phase of the experimental 
program (see page 33), the air gun geometry was as follows: db '0· 0.5 inches; 
lb = 48 inches; d = 4 inches; and I = 12 inches. It should be noted that I. 
C C D 
denotes the distance from the chamber-breech interface to the nearest pressure-
relief hole of the silencer. The Pidduck-Kent equations do not provide for th£' u~t· 
of a silencer and it should be noted that the silencer is not shown in Figure 24. 
The air gun was constructed entirely from steel. The pressure chamber 
was constructed from pipe with the front and rear faces welded in place. The 
barrel-silencer was constructed as a unit from seamless tubing with an original 
inside diameter of 0.5 inches. The interior of the barrel-silencer was enlarged 
slightly using a grinding process to permit free passage of the impacting rods. A 
rough check revealed that the maximum allowable chamber pressure is on ti~e 01 d£'r 
of 2500 psig with two as a factor of safety. Air pressure was supplied by mear~ 
of a regulated 
1 
high-pressure (2000 psi g) 1 bottled source· 
It b t d 
. the conduct of the first tests that the size and 
ecame apparen urmg 
b 
ff' · t to allow uniform motion of 
num er of the pressure-relief holes were not su tcten 
th · t' of the silencer lexperi-
e tmpacter through the velocity-measurement por ton 
d' d b theory for the 48 i ~IC l-
mental results did not agree well with those pre tete Y · 
ba 
· sed the ex per imenta I 
rrel) · It was observed that as chamber pressure was tncrea ' 
velocities became significantly larger than those predicted by tne Pi ddu ck -Kent 
I · 1 · h b re attons us1ng t e a ove air gun geometry. This phenomenon was attributed 
to the fact that successively longer portions of the silencer are required to provioe 
the necessary pressure-reI ief as chamber pressure is increased 1 thereby inc 1 em inc:__: 
the physical barrel length, lb' to some "effective" value. As can be seen from 
equations (1-2) and (l-1) 1 this effectively increased barrel length causes an 
increased impacter velocity. In order to investigate this phenomenon quanti-
tatively 1 the Pi dduck -Kent equations were solved for several di He rent barrel 
lengths from 48 to 84 inches 1 allowing the remaining parameters (d , I , and d 1 c c b 
to remain at their specified values. 
After several step-wise increases in the silencer pressure-relief area, 
reasmable agreement was obtained between the results yielded by the Piddud-
Kent equations (with I = 72 inches) and those obtained experimentally rst·e 
b 
Figure 25). In general 
1 
the slopes of the theoretical and experimental cu 1 ves of 
impacter velocity-vs-chamber pressure correspond favorably· This fact Nos ta~en 
as a primary indication that acceleration in the velocity-measurement portion of 
the silencer was small. By changing the locations of the photo-stations' it nos 
· t velocity Nos 
experimentally determined that little change in average tmpac er 
present in the velocity-measurement portion of the silencer for impacter 
as small as 2 inches with chamber loading pressures up to 200 psig · 
lengths 
f . 25 generally be observed to shaN The experimental results o Ftgure can .. 
a smaller impacter velocity for a given chamber pressure than the correspondrng 
It · part from frictiort 
theoretical results. It is likely that this phenomenon resu s 1 tn ' 
e (psia) is used to calculate 
It should be noted that the absolute cham~r presshur diction of impacter 
G/M · f leadmg to t e pre 
1n the Pidduck -Kent equa tons' d th t much better agreement 
I . . It was observe a . , 'f ve octhes at zero gage pressure· . I It could be obtarned ' 
b . . d expenmenta resu s . etween theoretical predtcttOns an ·n the Pidduck-Kent 
d . I' f absolute pressure ' . I gage pressure was substitute tn teU 0 • h 1 lotion of the theorettca 
relations. This substitution has been made •n t e ca cu 
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Figure 25. Air gun calibration: theoretica I results (P atm c 0, 10 72 ; "' 
and experimental results. 
between the lateral surface of the impacter and the interior of the barrel-
silencer. It is also probable that there is some seepage of the propelling gas 
along the lateral surface of the impacter as it passes through the barrel. 
Equations (1-1), (1-2), and (1-3) were salved with the aid of an IBM 
model 360 digital computer. The computer program is listed at the end of this 
appendix. The program first solves equation (1-3) for G/M as a function of 
~ for air ( y = 1 .4) with increments of 0.001 in io, beginning at • -;-- 0. 
0 0 0 
The corresponding values of G/M and Ia are stored by the computer and sub-
o 
sequently used in a I i near interpolation process to determine ra;: as a function 
of G/M for use with equation (1-l). The program is constructed to yield results 
for five barre I lengths and any number of projectile lengths as required· For 
specific test material parameters, the program will also yield the theoretical 
elastic wave propagation velocity in the material and the duration of the pulse 
that is produced by projectiles of the specified lengths. For convenience, an 
impacter velocity-stress-strain matrix is also calculated using the simple, one-




















M>=J20 15? Gt\<) GUN f1PTlMl7ATiflN U<iiNr. 'lJ!)I)!JCI( Ill •• 
L IM!TI~lG SOUJTION ALLEN G. PfHRPJr. 
\.T=CHl\MP,ER. Tt~PEP!\TURF (r)FGPFFS Df\NI(I"'Jr:} 
X~=SPFf.IFJC HFAT RATIO OF PR!lP~LLIN~ r,A' 
CD=f.HA,MRER Dl~METfR(JNl,C:L=CHt\~RFP IF"'JGTYtl~') 
R=GAS CONSTANT(FT LRFILBM ?l 
RllP= 0 RCJECTTLF OENSITV(LRM/CU fi\1),<)1_=0Rf'j I PW,P~( l' \ 
Rf)=R~RREl. f)fi\MfTFP( INl ,RL=RARRFL LI=-"'GfH( Pn 
f) I M F f\J s Ifl N G M ( 9 q q ) ' A 0 { 9 9 q ) ' s 0 A ( gq q I t X p v R ( '; ) ' I I r> ( L- l • 
lf'l(5l,SLC6l,ST{5),STX(5) 
R F" A 0 ( l , 1 0 l t C T , XK , C 0, R 0 , P , C l , ~ 1"1 ° , ft. T ~ , ( R l ( K I , "' = 1 , • l , 
1 ( 5 L ( L l , l = 1, 6) , F , S I Jl T, S VP , S fl E C, S I "'C , V T "'C 
PAPT 1 OF PRO~RAM 
CALCULATION OF Gl"" VRS. RflfJT{L\0) FRflM PJI)!)'IrT< l(t •l 
RELATION 
SOAfl)=.OOl 
A=?.* X K I ( XK- l. ) 
B= XK I { XK -1. ) 
C=l.I(XK-1.) 
D=fXK+l. )/(XK-1.) 
F= 1 • I ( X K + 1 • ) 
WRITE (3,412} XK 
WRITr {3,413) 
VfJ..RY ROOT(AO) IN C,MALL INCRf..,F"'T<; FR 0 .., .~ll fl.~~·· 
CALCULATE CORPrSPflNOING VALUES 0~ cr,a<; MAS~/'•IT c,•. 'I' 
l ~N C'rnq~ o"nr-o ,. •r v 1 •, ft1r\SSl FROM PIOOUCI< KENT PflAT '' • 1 · 
nn 42 1=1,999 
ADfi)=SOAfil**2 n Ill**'"'"• 
G"1(l)=A*(AO(Il/((l.-AO(IIl**A))*f(l.-f\. ( ·· 
1 F * ( SORT ( 1 • - AO ( [ } l +A R SIN ( S Q IU I ) ) IS Q a ( f ) l l 
WQ.ITF (3,102) SQAfiJ,GM(Il 
IFCGM(l)-10C0.)42,9,9 
42 SQA(I+l)=SOAtl)+.OOl 
9 C!J=SQRT(32.2*XK*R*CT) ft) 
VARY PROJFCTILE LFNGTH STORFD !JNf1F.Q l"Jf1fX · 
Of) '5? L=l,o 
X~=(5l(l l*3.14*RD**?I 4 ·l*POP 
cv~rt*3.14*f.D**2f4. 
WRITE (3,401) CT,~K 
WRITF (3,402} CO,Cl 
WRTTE (3,403) BO,ATM 
WRITE (3,404) R,ROP 
WRITF (3,406} CO,XM 
W R. I T F ( 3 , 40 1 ) C V 
WR.ITE (3,40~) Sl(l) 
On B4 K=l,5 (fl*((O/R'll**?+~L(I() I 
84 XRYRfK)=(CL*(f.0/R0)**211 
N= 1 
WRITE {3,410) (AL(K),K~l,5l 
WRITE (3.411) 
CP=ATM 
PART 2 OF PROGRAr-4 ALCtiLAT~f1 FflR '°Fr:H:f.'' 
PROJECTILE VELOCITY IS A~O~A~ IOUS VALtJf<; OF Cf-L\._,n. r. 

























V'\PY C:HAMRfR PPFSSIJPf 1"-IDEX (J) 





L~Nf~D INTERPfllATION IS USEO TO r.AL(IJL~TF or1'1T 1 • 1 , 
S FC JFIEO (GAS MASSf114lSSILF MASSl.VA,! tJF=S F'l') 
I\lTfPPOLATTON HAVE PEE~ SHJPEO \J~r)FQ. I\111EX! 11 
OQ 50 I=N,999 
IF ( G M f l ) -AM) 50, 5, A 
5 S0X~SOA( I) 
G:J TO 7 
6 ~=l-l 
S QX= SQ A ( ~) + (A M-GM ( M)) * ( ( SQ A ( ~+ l)- <:,()A ( ~) l I ( r,""! '"+ 1 l-
lGM(M))) 
G'l Tf1 7 
50 Cf1NTINUE 
V ~ l U E S 0 F ( G t\ S ~AS S I M I S S I L F M A <; S t F 0 R <; P F C I J= 1' '' 
CHAM~ER PRESSURE AND CORRFSPON'1I\lf, VI\LUES rw 0 " r!" \ 
ARf INOICATFO IN UP VRS. CP PRI"H ntn. r.t"" .'l";·l: ,. T 
( l\fl) MUST CORRESPOND FAVnR!\PLY WlTH Tl~nc,r vy q ., .. , ··Y 
PIOOIJCK KENT RFLATif'N 
7 Oil 6Q K=l,5 X~YP(K)=(CL*(CO/R0l**2)/(Cl*(C0/~0l**?+PL(~ll 
69 UP { l<) = ( 2 .I ( XK-1.)) *CO* SOX* ( 1 .- ( X'1 Y~ ( K l l **I X 11 - 1. l l t: t • ' 
W~JTF (3,103) CP,CPG,AM,SQX,(UP(K),K=1,5l 
N=M 
51 CP=CP+lO. 
THIPO PART OF PROGqAM 
VW=VFLOCITY Of WAVE PROPt\GATI!lN IN TI=<;T '-'hH·C!'>! 1 1 ~,. l 
~T=THEORFTICAL STRESS lN TEST ~ATFRihl(P<;Il 
STX=THEORETICAL STRAIN I~ TFST ~~TfqiAL (~l 
E=MflOULUS OF ELASTICITY OF TFST '-1fi.T!=Pl lll (oq l 
OUR=OURATION llF PULSE PROOIJCFO fW PP!lJF(fllr 
{~lCRn SECONDS) 
XLP=LFNGTHOF PULSE PROOUCEO AY pqnJErTH' f!"l SiJLT=ULTJ~t\TE STR.fSS OF TEST MATFPTAL,<;Tf)Tl_, ~ .... ':,~·~\-r:'l 
SYP= YIELD STRFSS OF TEST MATFR.tAL,<;ThTir L~~ ~~r~ 
Mt\X VFLOCTTY REFFPS Tn FINhl VEtnCITI~S C~l H _ 
AT TF~MINAL CHAMBER PRFSSURf FOR ~aRPEL Lr:•Jr,T~' '~' ' 
STNGLE PROJECTILE LFNGTH. 
WRITE (3.427) 
WR.ITF (3,414) 
WRlTF {3,415) ROP 
WRTTF (3.416) F 
WRITE (3.418) SULT 
WRITE (3,419) SYP 
WRITF (3,420) SL{ll 
VW=SQRT(386.*f/POPlll2• 
WRITE (3,417) VW 
OUR=(SL(l)/(VW*6.0l)*l000000. 
WRITE (3,422) OUR 
XLP=2.*Sl(LJ 
WD ITf ( 3y421) XLP 
f)'l 6P 1<=],5 
c:;T(K)=POP*VW*UP(K.J/64.4*12. 
6 B S T X ( '< ) =UP ( K ) I (?.. *V W) * 100. 
WRTTF (3,4?3) fBL(Kl,K=l,5l 
W~TTF {3,4?4) CPG,PJPtKl,K=1,5J 
wqJTF (3y425) CST{KJ,K=l,5l 
wqJTF (3,426) CSTY{K),K=1,5) 
52 C '1 NT I f'IJU E 
C FOURTH PART OF PROGRA~ 
C PR0.f.Rl\M Will INCRE~FNT STRESS FRD~ ZfCHJ TO """Yf'"it'-' 
C SDfTit-IEO RY INPUT IN INCREMENTS SPFClFt!=O r.f\J'1 
80 
C CI\LCIIL~TE RFQUIRFD VELOCITY PLIJS RFSllLTANT <.T;)fd'!. ' 1'' 
c C'!NVI=NfENCF,A VflfJCITY-snu=ss-STIHHN DRJ~T fl!JT ,, '.1 r' 
C GIVEN 
C SPFC=OESIRFD M~)(JP.1UM STRESSCPSI) 
C SJN(=DESIRED INCPEMENTS OF STRFSSfPSI) 
C VINC=OESIREO JNCRFMFNTS OF PROJECTTLF VFLO[fTY 
C OUE TO COMPUTER LIMITATIONS,VAqJARLES INVflLVT'J~ 
C PlH)JECTILE VELOCITY,STRESS,.I'.NO STRt\IN HAVf- np~J 
C RE-NAMED. 
C STR=STRESS(PSJ)=ATR (MEANING ONlY) 
C STRX=STRAIN(%l=ATRX (MFANING ONLY) 
C UPX=PQ.OJFCTILE VELDCITY(FPSl=APX (MEA"JJ"JS n~LYl 
WRITE {3,428) 
WRITE ( 3,414) 
WRITF (3,415) ROP 
WR ITF ( 3 9 416} F. 
WRITF (3,418) SULT 
WRITF {3,4lq) SYP 




D'l 7? M=l,l000 
IF(STR-SPEC)lC,l0,7~ 
10 lJPX=STR*64.4/(POP*VW*l2·) 
S T? X:::IJPX * 100. I ( 2 •*VW) 
ATR=POP*VW*APX/64.4*12. 
ATRX=APX/(?.*VW)*lOO. ATQX 




101 FQRMAT (6Fl2.?) 
l 0? F 0 R M AT { 2 F 1 2 • 4 ) 7F l 2 • 4 ) 103 FORMAT (F9.1,3X,FC~.I,3)(, · ~, f;X tc:;n qc:I\T', 
401 FORMAT (?X,•CHAMPER TEMP(R)=•,fl').H ' 
1' RATin=•,F5.?) =' F'l.Z,llX,'\, 1 ~'~"'nc:o•, 
402 FrJRMAT (2X,•CHAM~FR OIA{INJ ' . 
l' LFNGTHfJN):•,F5.2) _, FS z l?X,•IH~ oqcc;<:•, 
4 0 3 F 0 R MAT ( 2 X , • BARR El D I A ( IN l - ' • . ' 
1' (PS!At=•,FS.?) _, FA.?,I3X,•PROJI=(TlLc:', 
404 FORMAT ( 2X, •GAS CONSTANT- ' · -
1 ' 0 r:: t-.! S T T Y = ' , F 7 • 4 l 
4 o '5 F 'l R M AT ( ? x , • Po n J E r. r r L E t E r---1 r, T H ( t "l , = 1 , J:. s. ? , 
406 FllRMI\T (?X,'VFL Df S0U"~DffT/SFC)=',r-".4,?¥,•p ... !', 
1' "'1A~S= 1 ,F7.4) 
4 0 7 f 'l R M ~ T ( 2 X , 1 C 1-l -\ M ~ F R V 0 L tJ "'1 [ = t , F l 0 • ~ ) 
410 l=t"JRM~T (?X,'8/IPRH I.FNGTH(H!)=',?"X,"'Fl?.'l 
4 1 1 F .,p M ~ T f 3 x, • r. P t P s J A) • , 4 x, • c P < P s r r;, 1 , ax, • r., \4 • , u . 
l'~OfJT(A0)',20X, 1 PROJECTTl.F Vf.:lfJCITV (FPS)'t 
412 F'lRMt.T f?X,•SPECIFIC HFAT RhTfO=',r'i.7l 
4 l 3 F 0 R M AT ( 4 X, ' P OOT {A 0 l 1 , 6 X, 1 r, It.~.' l 
4 1 4 != 0 R ~ ~ f ( ?. X , 1 T f S T M A T F R I A L I S 7 1 7 '5 T ~ '1 1 f\ UJV l '." l '·' • l 
81 
415 Ff"JPMAT { 2X, 'TEST MATERIAL OFNSfTV(I ~~/f:IJ T>..J)=' , 1 '. 1 ' 
4 1 o F 11 R M 1\ T ( 2 X , 1 M 0 f) U l U S 0 F E l A S T I C T T V n F T F S T Y U l I ., < ' I ' 
1Fl2.1) 
417 FORMAT (?X,'VELOCTTY OF WAVE P~OPt\f.hTT0"-1 T"' T•.-,T', 
1' MATI=•,Fq.?) 
418 f;lRM!IT t2X,'ULTfMJ\TE STRFSS OF TE<;T VhTl( 0 <;Il='• 1 .'l 
419 l=r)PMAT (?X, •Yift.O POINT STRESS flF TF"T ""hllf 11 <:.JJ ' 
1 Fq. 2) 
4~0 F'1RMAT ( 2X, 'PROJEf.TJLF LENGTH( IN)=' ,J=.:;.?J 
421 FQPMAT (?X, 'PULSE LENGTHCTNl=',r-c;.n 
4 2 2 F 0 ~ M AT t ? )( ' ' D UR a T I ON 0 F p u l <; E" ( M r c Q n "r r. ) ~ I ' f '1 • 1• ' 
4 2 3 F 0 R "-1 AT ( 2 X , ' B !I R P El L ENG T H ( I N ) = ' , l S X • c; r- l 4 • 7 ) 
4 2 4 F '1 R M AT ( 2 )( •• M A)( c p ( p s I G ) =' 'F 7. ? ' ? X ' ' IJ" y v !- t ( ~ D ·~ l - ' ' 
15Fl4.4) 
4 2 5 I= !J R MAT ( 7 X, • M b X F X P E C T F n S TQ f S <; ( P <; J ) = ' ' 1 n x ' "~ ~ '· • '• l 
4?6 F'lRMAT (?X,'MAX FXPFCTEO <;TfUUN('f.l='.l 7 X•c;r1 4 ·t.~~t''' 1 
4?7 FflRMAT (2X •MAX VEUlC[TY REFERS Fl TH'\T rhtr'JL."> 1 • 
1 ' AT T F R M I~ A l C P f 0 R BARREl l f "lf; T H S ~ 'Jn P '-<" .J 1 ~ • , :: " ' 1 
42A FORMAT (?X,. STRFSS-VFLOCITY-5T 0 AI"l <;D~(TP:J~ : '1'1 I ,,, I' 
429 Ff1RMAT c3x,•STRESS(PSf)',2X,'P~nJ VFl(FP<;I -~~T~' , l'ST~t\TN(%)'.,1lX,'PROJ VEL(FPSJ•,?X,'STPF<;<;(· , .. ' 





COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS (36) AND (37\ 
The computer program is written to yield the stress and strain distributions 
with (x/L) resulting from the longitudinal impact of two Maxwellian rods. Stress 
and strain are indicated as multipliers of the corresponding stress and strain that 
would be realized in the elastic case. The stress and strain multipliers ore 
calculated from x/L = 0 to x/l :::= 1.0 in increments of 0.005 for each of eleven 
values of normalized time, T. 
The output of the program is listed as a stress multiplication matrix and 
a strain multi pi ication matrix. The columns of the matrices represent the stress 
or strain distribution at a given value of normalized time. The data are also 
presented in the form of compi.Jter punch cards which have a corresponding matrix 
representation. These punch cords can subseque11tly be used as input data for 
a plotter program in order to obtain a graphical representation of the results. 
Using the IBM model 360 digital computer, approximately one minute 
f · · · h 1 t" f a h ten series terms. If the 
0 computer t1me IS requ• red for t e eva ua 1011 o e c 
highest mode number of the series is chosen to be 150, 14.1 minutes of computer 
t' · . 1 • • m 11 t is 128 288 bytes. lme 1s requ1red and the storage a locat1on requ1re e 1 
t' f the program and its 
Further information regardil1g the construe 1011 ° 
• • I" • f the program beginning on 
mput data requirements can be found 1n a lstln9 ° 
1 







































MF 1 ?CJ 1'52 AL RFHRING flf\JF f1l~F"J5J'l\!flt VI<if''"l ~\1!' 
STRESS l\.'--l') STRIHN Wa.VF PPf1PAGATJflN IIIJ f\ (•l.J\T.'\·~·-:·' • 
F INlTF ~{JO. A MAXWELL ~Of1FL IS U5F'1 T'l f"~<")(P T (';_ Tl.[ 
STPFSS-STP..l\.Jfl...l Rfti\TIONSHJP. TH,:: SnUJTinr,• l\'Vf'l v• \ 1•<~ 
C,RPFSPONOENCF PRINCIPLE AND FOU~I~Q SFRJr~. 
DFFI~TTIO~ nF VAPRIABLF.S FOLLOWS 
E=MOOULUS flf ELASTICITY(SPPING tN MI\'ICWFLL t..t(H'~ 1 ll 
ETA=COEFFICIFNT OF VISCOUS OAMPT~GFHSHP 1 1T I~! ~fYi-. 1 11 
MODEll 
WO=RATIO OF ELASTIC ELEMFNT TO VISCnuc. FLt::t..tf"JT frtl '~l 
RO=nFNSITY (MASS/VOLUME) 
CO=FLASTIC WAVE PROPAGATION VELOCITY=SOPT(~/Dnl 
X=LAGRANGEAN PEFFRENCE COOROINATE 
L=LFNGTH OF ROO IN UNSTPAINEO STATF 
XN=NORMALIZFO REFERENCF COORDINATE (X/ll 
T=TIMF 
TAU=CHARACTFRISTIC TIME CCO*T/ll 
TAUO=RELAXATlON PflRAMETER OHl*L/COl 
AS=STRESS MULTIPLICATION F~CTOR 
E S = E lAST I C VAlUE 0 F S T R E S S ( E * vn I ( Z • * Ull l 
TRUF STRESS = AS*FS 
"S=STRATN M\Jl TIPLICATinN FACTOR 
EST-=ELASTIC VALUE OF STRAIN (Vnf{?.*rrq) 
TRUF STRAIN=~S*FST T' 1 A..:PJ\TTO OF (l~PACTFR LENGTH+TFST ~hQ LFNGTHl 
I~PACTER LFNGTH, A~ INTEGER 
DEFINITION OF INDICES FOLLOWS 
M=NUMBER OF HIGHEST MODE DF SEQIF.S 
N=SERIES MODE NUMBER 
K=NORMALIZEO REFERENCE C08ROINATF t~nFX 
NT=CHARACTfRISTIC TIME INDEX 
All OTHER IN01CfS OUMMY 
SERIES SET-UP FOLLOWS ')')) rn-L<::(l<-'l, 
C 0 M ~ON D F AF ( 1 '50 ) ' C AT ( 2 0 1 ' l 5 C l ' 0 E L T ( 1 r- R ; r, ( 1 l ) ~ '"' I l ~ l ' 
1DOG(l50l,CHOP(l50),CHOPPflOl,TAU(12J, -
2AS(lll,SXC11),RSClll 
REAO (1,102) TAUQ,A,M 
XPl=3.1415q26536 
RN=l. 
on 84 N= 1, M 
DEAF(Nl=RN*XPI 
XN=O. 













f)fl r:-,7 NX-=l,M 
I r- ( ~I - M ) 5 5 ' 5 c:. ' '5 R 





TAll ( 1 } = 0. 
on 41 NT=l,ll 
FRn~(NT)=EXP(TAUO*TAU(NTl/2.) 
41 TAtJ{f\JT+l )=TAlHNTl+.l 
X"1=M 
WRITF (2,356) TAUO,XM 
CALCULATION OF STPESS MATPIX FOLLOW«; 
WRIT F. ( 3, 39q) 
W~ITF (3,427) A 
WRITF (3,42R) ~ 
WRITE (3,400) TAUO 
WRITE (3,421) lTAU(NT),NT-=l,lll 
WR.TTF (3,4lll 
XN=C. 
00 c;l K=l,?Ol 




0() 65 N:::l,M 
IF { 1.-DEl.S{N)) 3, 2,1 
3 XS=(l./DOG(Nll*CHOP(Nl*CAT(K,Nl*SINH(XPI*O~r,(~l~ 
1 TAU {NT) l 
GO Tn 65 
2 XS=CXPI*T~UlNT)*CHOP(Nl*CAT(K,Nll 
Gn TO 65 




WRITE (3,4501 XN,(AS(NT),NT=l,ll) 
WRTTF (2,388) (A$(NT),NT=2,lll 
51 XN=XN+.OOS 
WR.ITF {3,101) 
CALCULATION OF STRAIN MATRIX FDLLOWS 
W~TTE (3,469) 
WRITE (3 9 427) A 
WRITE (3,428) M 
WRITF (3,400) TAUO 
WRITE (3,421) (TAU(NT),NT=I,lll 
WRITE (3,412) 
XN=O. 
DO 31 K=1,201 
DO 32 NT=l,ll 







O'l -, 6 N= 1 , •\1 
Tt=(l.-OELSfN) )f),'5,4 
6 X<;= CHOP f f\1) *CAT ( K, N J * { { ( 1 .- 2. *OF l <; ( N) ) /f)f1f. ( ',1} ) * 
85 
1 S t N 14 ( X P I *On G ( N l * T l\ U ( NT ) ) - ( 2. *DEl T ( N) I R N ) •r n S H ( ¥ P 1 t-
2DflG(Nl*TAUCNT))) 
XSS=fl./fRN**?ll*CHOP(Nl*CAT(K,N) 
Gil Tn "35 
5 XS={-?.*DFLT(N)/RNl*CHOP(N)*CATCK,Nl 
XXS=Cl./(RN**2))*CHOP(N)*CAT(K,Nl 
Gq TO 3'5 







R s ( "-1 T > = t-4. 1 x p 1 ) * c s c N r J /F P nr, c NT, H T A tvll xo I l *' ~ x ' • r 1 1 
32 C(JNT I"lUE 
WRITt= (3,4~0) XN,(RS(NT),NT=l,lU 
WRITF (2,3P.B) (~S(NTl,NT=2,lll 
31 X "l= X N+. 0 0 ') 
WRTTE {3.,413) 
389 FnR~AT (4Fl8.15t 
102 FOR~AT C2Fl2.6,l'5) 
399 FflPMt\T (;?X,'STRESS ~ATRIX FOLLOWS',////} 
400 FORMAT (2X,'RFLAXATION PARA"'ETER=•,r7.~,//ll 
413 FOR~AT (2X,'CONCLUSION OF STRAIN ~ATPIX') 
421 FOPMI\T (2X,'TJME 1 ,11Fl0.2l n~· r 11 r-T'''"' 
411 FORMAT (,.X •XN' 40X, •STRESS MULTfPLIChTI · · · 
c ' ' - os= \ISr" f'l~· 428 FDRMAT (2X,I5,'TFPMS OF TH~ SF~UES t. · · · ' 
1' FVALUATION') 
450 FnRMAT {F6.3,11FlC.4l 
3 B 8 FOR~ /1 T ( l OF 7. 4) 
101 FOPM~T (ZX,'C(lNCUISION nF STRESS MATPtx•,!ll/l/l 
427 FORMAT (2X:,'A=•,Ff>.2) ) 
46q FflRMAT (2X,•STRAIN MATRIX FOLLOWS',~;~~lfJ\1 r~r:,r'~'' 
412 F(}RMAT { 2X, •XN' ,40X, •STRAIN MULTfPL · 




SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE MALVERN EQUATION 
Malvern f3 ] has suggested that the stress-strain relation for a metal 
loaded in the plastic range is 
~t [E£~o] ~ g(a,£) 
One of the simplest forms of this equation, as suggested by Malvern, postulate~ 
that g ( o, E:) is a I inear function of the rate of departure of the true stress 1 • 
from the value given by the static tension test at a specified value of strain 
In equation form this simplification yields 
i ~ -1 
where K is a constant and the physical significance of the variables is described 
by Figure 26. 
EXTENDED ELASTIC (Et 1 
0 
~ QUASI-STATIC [ f(s) I 
0 
YP 
__,___! _IL._ ________ [ 
Figure 26. 
d by Malvern 
Stress-strain diagram propose 
-bo 
Taking the Laplace transform of equation (3-l), the result is 
Es~- Es (o) - Sa+ a(o) = Ko- K~rf(E:)) 
where the bar notation denotes a transformed variable. If it is assumed that 
plastic loading is applied at t = 0+, then Es (o) =o (o) and equation (3-2) 
becomes 
a{ K+s] = Es~ + K~[ f (E)] 
or 1 after sui table re-arrangement 1 
o = Ess + ~~[f(s)] 
K+s K+s 
Assuming that the strain is specified by the step function t:=coH (t) where H (tl 
is Heaviside 's step function 1 equation (3-3) becomes 
o = ~ + _.!S_l,{f[s H(t)]} 
K+s K+s o 
Employing the convolution integral 
l_l [q(s)r(s)] = ltQ(t-<)R(dd' 
to find the inverse of equation (3-4), the result is 
- 0+ the stress is that value 
From equation (3-5) it can be seen that at t-
• • E s ) and that as t becomes very 
pred1cted by an extension of the elastiC curve ( o ( ) 
• t t f E I d. d b the stat1c es ' · 
87 
arge 1 the stress approaches the value pre Jete Y l 
·ated with the Ma \ern E • • " henomenon assoc 1 quahon (3-5) describes the ••relaxation P 
theory. 
-
-The relaxation phenomenon described by the Malvern equation is 
similar to that shown by a Maxwell material. Suitable rearrangement of 
equation (28) resu Its in 
It can be seen that equation (3-1) reduces to equation (3-6) if f(E) = 0. For 
a Maxwell material subjected to a step strain, s 
that 
[ -w t] o == Es 0 e 0 H(t) . 
= s H(t), it can be shown 
0 
Equations (3-5) and (3-7) yield similar results for small values of time sud' as 
those associated with pulse propagation. In view of the observed similarity of 
experimental results obtained in the plastic range of loading (e.g., Figure 2l 
with the plotted results of the viscoelastic solution (see Figure 7)' further 
investigation into the strain-rate dependent theory is recommended· 
-
APPENDIX 4 
SUGGESTED METHOD FOR FOURIER TIME ANALYSIS 
If the location of the strain gages ( q) is chosen such that the initial 
compressive pulse is measured as closely as possible to the interface of the rods, 
and such that the strain gages are subjected to the maximum pulse duration 
(~) for the first and successively reflected pulses, it can be seen from the 
characteristics diagram of Figure 2 that the strain measurement system will be 





~ 2L(l- -4-) 2L --c aC 
Figure 27. Resultant elastic pulse train 
w· . time and c is tl~e 1 th reference to Figure 27, v represents voltage , t IS ' 
I . h F . resentation for the ve oc1ty of elastic wave propagation. T e ouner rep 
pulse train of Figure 27 is 
00 
89 
- cos(nn )cos[n ne/(d+e)]l sin(Znfnt) 
1.4-1 
where 3 d = 2L/aC, e =(2L(1- -a) ]/C, and f = n/(2d+e). n 
-
From equation (4-1) it can be seen that the lowest frequency present ( f 
1
) 1s 
f1 == l/(2d+e) cps 
As an approximation, it is suggested that the upper frequency response limit 
of the strain measuring system (f ) should be used as the highest frequency 
m 
of (4-1), then 
where m is the largest integer that is present in fm/f 1. 
Then, for the impacter-test bar combination under consideration, the 
11 1imited" series representation is 
m 
v(t) ~ (2v 
0
/ n) [ (1/n) [ 1 - cos(nn)cos(n•e/(d+eU] sin(2, fntl · 
n== l 
Numerical evaluation of equation (4-2) and subsequent comparison ""itl-
the results indicated by Figure 27 should serve as a "first approximation" of t>-e 
error to be expected as a result of frequency response limitatio~s. A more 
exa t · . I b d · db using the atten'-o~icr 
c approx 1mahon of the expected resu ts can e enve Y 
char t · · h . . · t d'fy the constants in t4- L · 
ac enst1cs oft e stratn measurmg equtpment o mo I 
It should be noted that this theory has been developed using the proper~:e; 
of th . · If f particular ir~poc~er-
e test material under elastic loading cond1 t10ns · , or a 
test rod combination it is determined that the error due to frequency response 
I 
1· · . . t b'l'ty should also 
1m1 tahons is acceptable for the elastic case, th tS accep a 1 1 
prevail for the plastic case. 
-
